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David Monks our RAeC Chairman

Welcome to the summer newsletter.
The flying season is well and truly underway.
The 2018 Medals & Awards Ceremony that took place at the RAF Club on Thursday 16th May 2019,
was a huge success and all those involved in the very smooth operation of the event should be
congratulated for their efforts. I'd also like to thank the sponsors who contribute to the event - Breitling,
Pooleys Flight Equipment Limited and Integro Insurance Brokers.
The planning stage of the 2022 FAI World Air Games in Turkey is still underway. There will be regular
updates to keep everyone informed as we progress through the planning stage.
We were fortunate to welcome FAI Secretary General, Susanne Schödel and Financial Controller, Paola
Lopez to our Council meeting earlier this month. Susanne presented her plans for the future of FAI and
how she proposes to finance it. At the meeting it was proposed that we form a working group to work
with FAI to ensure we are contributing to the future of FAI, this is something I see as a positive role for
the RAeC and would welcome any comments, proposals or suggestions for our working group.
I am delighted to say I was re-elected as Chairman to serve a further year. Other election results see
Matthew Bolshaw continue in his new role as Chairman of Medals and Awards and also as Treasurer;
Rob Hughes continues as FAI VP for GBR; Roger Hopkinson as Vice Chairman and Mike Pearson as
Vice Chairman, Medals & Awards.

David Monks
Chairman: The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom
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jude@royalaeroclub.uk

FROM YOUR EDITOR
After a wet and fairly miserable spring summer has provided some excellent flying weather and I’m glad
to say I’ve been up there enjoying it too flying Bristol Aero Club PA28’s and C172 and naving for Fiona
Macaskill in this year’s TopNav Competition. My first TopNav and great fun.

My thanks to all those who have forwarded news, articles and photos to make this RAeC Newsletter
about what your AirSport is doing
My thanks also to Paul Tallet and Mark at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of this
Summer 2019 issue and to Paul Freeland for his superb photo.
Would you like your photo to be used for the front cover of a future RAeC Newsletter? Please forward
your high resolution photos, portrait style please and ideally a minimum 1MG, to me at
jude@royalaeroclub.uk
I know it takes time to get responses my emails and telephones calls requesting information, competition
results, future events, news and jpegs so where I have used information from your websites, and other
sources, I have taken that as usual this will be with your blessing, with photographs credited where
known.
For future RAeC Newsletter issues please email copy and jpegs (labelled please) Newsletter
contributions to jude@royalaeroclub.uk

Jude Wordsworth
Editor
For further information on any items contained in this Newsletter, please contact the RAeC Office at 31 St Andrew’s
Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE or on 0116 244 0182 or at secretary@royalaeroclub.org
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The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom (RAeC) is the national co-ordinating body for Air Sport in the
United Kingdom and its principal roles is to co-ordinate, promote and protect all forms of recreational and
competitive air sport in the UK, represent UK air sport internationally and has a major role in setting
technical standards, negotiating with international official bodies and, in consultation with our member
organisations, appoint UK delegates to the various Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI)
Commissions.

RAeC NEWS
2019 MEDALS AND AWARDS CEREMONY
The 2018 Trophies and Awards were presented by the new Aviation Minister – Baroness Vere of
Norbiton who was ably assisted by Master of Ceremonies Mr Stratton Richie, a BA 747 Captain.
My thanks to Mike Pearson, Vice Chairman, RAeC Medal & Awards Committee for his report on the
occasion:
On the 16th May 190 award winners, guests and officials gathered in the Sovereign’s Room at the RAF
Club in Piccadilly for the Royal Aero Club - Annual Awards Ceremony 2019. It was standing room only
as usual for this premier event in the RAeC calendar.

Baroness Vere of Norbiton and RAeC Chairman David Monks (photo: Hear and Now Photography)

RAF Cadets from 46(f) Kensington Squadron also enjoyed the occasion and were very smartly turned
out and efficient.
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Recipients and Friends (photo: Hear and Now Photography)

Chairman David Monks opened proceedings with a reminder of the importance of aviation achievement
awards driving innovation but also enabling individuals to excel in their chosen discipline. To win an
award puts the recipient in esteemed company – not only the Wright Brothers but Neil Armstrong, Tim
Peake, Louis Bleriot and Geoffrey de Havilland to mention but a few of the famous aviation names.
Master of ceremonies Stratton Richey introduced the guest of honour Baroness Vere of Norbiton, the
newly appointed Aviation Minister who presented the awards as one of her first public duties in her new
office.
A souvenir program was once again sponsored by long term partners Breitling and the event was
generously sponsored by Integro Insurance Brokers supported by Pooleys Flight Equipment. The
program lists the 56 award winners in detail with their achievements.
Highlights were a posthumous RAeC Diploma Award for the late Jim Crocker a towering figure in the
British Parachuting Association, their longest serving Chairman with 3000 sky dives to his credit. He was
Chairman of the RAeC 1992-94 and became Chairman and Trustee of the Royal Aero Club Trust in
2007 until his untimely departure.
The RAeC Britannia Trophy went to Peter Wilson who broke numerous world records in his Robinson
R66 flying solo around Africa, circumnavigating the world covering 32,000 miles. The journeys raised
funds for Save the Children and Moving Charities.
The 2018 Queens Cup was awarded to the BMFA which was contested by the FAI F3T class for radio
controller pylon racing. Seventeen of the UK’s top pilots contested the trophy through qualification
rounds Justin O’Dell took the honours in the adrenalin filled final.
David Roberts received an FAI Silver Medal for sterling work over 20 years, ten of which were served as
President of European Air Sports. His work with European Regulators helped produce the GA Road Map
now implemented by the European Commission.
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RAeC Chairman David Monks and RAeC General Secretary David Phipps

Also receiving a Silver medal was David Phipps for dedicated work as General Secretary and his primary
role as CEO of the BMFA. Here he has worked tirelessly in Europe to defend model flying in the UK and
has been a key player in establishing the UK’s National Flying Centre.
The number and quality of award winners demonstrates the passion that remains in sporting aviation in
the UK today and long may it be sustained. We have to thank Matthew Bolshaw, Chairman Medals &
Awards Committee, RAeC secretary David Phipps and David Bremmner programme editor for making
the whole event such a success. We hope this year’s successes have inspired others to meet the
challenges that aviation provides.The Ceremony for the presentation of 2019 Awards will take place at
the RAF Club on Tuesday 19th May, 2020

Two of our Member Organisations are in discussions on closer cooperation,
the British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA)
and the Light Aircraft Association (LAA)
The Chairmen of the LAA and BMAA have initiated informal discussions to explore where both
associations, working together, could harness their respective areas of expertise for the benefit of their
members.
The discussions are likely to be wide ranging and will note areas where views are shared, but will also
include how the associations’ technical teams could work together to maximise the benefit of the
impending opt out from EASA regulation of 600kg factory built aircraft.
Chairmen, Rob Hughes and Tim Hardy, have approached this joint initiative with enthusiasm about the
possibilities of their associations working closer together and look forward to communicating further
developments to the members, staff and the wider aviation stakeholders in due course.

THE BMAA TO ISSUE THE PERMIT TO FLY FOR NEW AIRCRAFT AND NEW
MICROLIGHT PILOT LICENSES
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Both of these changes came into force on 1 May 2019. Following a change to the ANO in 2016, the
CAA introduced a provision allowing the delegation of authority to other organisations to issue Initial
Permits on its behalf. The BMAA becomes the first general aviation organisation to receive this approval,
recognising their capability to take on the task of both assessing and issuing the initial Permit to Fly
certificate.

FAI SECRETARY GENERAL VISITS RAeC
My thanks to Rob Hughes, RAeC FAI Committee Chairman for the following report:Prior to the RAeC 2019 AGM the RAeC Council welcomed Susanne Schödel, Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale (FAI) Secretary General and Paola Lopez FAI Finance Manager to the July Council
meeting. Susanne listened to the views and concerns of Council Members before detailing the activity
levels of the FAI Head Office and her intention to restructure the membership system of the FAI.

Susanne Schödel

Paola Lopez

RAeC Council Members pointed out the financial contributions by member organisations and the
perceived lack of return. Also commented on was the recent high levels of expenditure on ‘boondoggles’
– large scale projects such as the World Air Games; the lack of connection with UK air sport participants
and it was felt that the FAI office should instead concentrate on delivering professional services to
members, specifically championship administration, record homologation and recognition of excellence
through awards.
Susanne then described the work of the Head Office. Their work with over 90 active member nations; the
increasing requests to resolve national issues; a growing number of sporting events (including the
amount of classes now on offer) and the need to raise the profile of air sports to attract new audiences.
One specific proposal to be put to the FAI General Conference later this year will involve FAI Sporting
Licenses linked to National Airsport Control (NAC) organisations member subscription levels. Susanne
intends to introduce a new “FAI ID”.
This FAI ID would replace sporting licenses and obligate all FAI competition participants, experts and
officials to register with FAI. There will be an administrative charge for registration (expected to be
CHF20 for officials. CHF30 for participants) and this will bring new revenue to the Head Office. Susanne
hopes to include worldwide travel/repatriation insurance as part of the scheme.
Depending on activity levels, NAC organisations could benefit by reduced member subscriptions. Details
are still to be confirmed but the FAI hopes that this new system will be introduced for 01 January 2020.

OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
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UPDATE ON RECENT EASA CHANGES TO THE MEDICAL REGULATIONS and
Acceptable Means of Compliance / Guidance Material (PartMED)
See UK & EASA AVIATION REGULATIONS in this Newsletter for more information applicable to
Class 2 and LAPL medicals

My thanks to Matthew Bolshaw, RAeC Treasurer & Vice Chairman (Medals & Awards), for this very
interesting and informative article on:-

A CHANGING MARKET FOR GENERAL AVIATION INSURANCE
The UK general aviation insurance landscape is changing – the market is hardening – but this HARD
market has nothing to do with HARD BXXXXT that we have heard incessantly for what seems like a
lifetime. In fact, the aviation insurance hard market has taken at least 10 years to solidify as, broadly
speaking; General Aviation insurance rates have been falling for the past decade for most aircraft
owners, operators and aerospace businesses.
For the last 6 consecutive years Aviation Insurers have made underwriting losses and that is before
taking into account their costs for overheads such as salaries etc.
For at least the last decade, UK GA insurance rates have been affected by 3 contributing factors. Firstly,
accident trends have improved, for many reasons. As the business appears therefore to be profitable,
more and more insurers have increased their underwriting appetite for aviation risks. However, the
number of insurance units (the number of aircraft etc) have not grown at the same rate as the capacity
has increased, resulting in an over-supply of capacity, that has inevitably lead to price reductions as
insurers compete for risks (and gradually squeezing profit margins).
On a more global basis, the same characteristics of improved airline safety, slowish growth and more
competition between insurers is the second factor that has contributed to a softening in insurance rates
in recent years.
Thirdly, aviation insurance is one small part of a large global insurance industry where, in general terms,
competition for business for most types of insurance has been intense over recent years, so insurers
have sought to broaden their risk profile (thereby increasing competition and lowering underwriter
profitability).
However, no descent can carry on forever and globally 2017 was probably the year when the global
insurance industry hit the ground. Catastrophe losses, particularly the US Eastern Seaboard Hurricane
season jolted insurers (and their investors) into a realisation that changes were needed. A new, harder,
more dispassionate approach to insurance underwriting, where risk-reward ratios and return on
investment (ROI) goals has seem many insurers across the world (and more locally, here in the UK)
review their strategic commitment to aviation and more specifically General Aviation insurance risks.
Effectively since September 2018 aviation insurance rates have turned and increases are now the new
norm. At the top end, internationally recognised, high quality airlines have been getting 5 – 15% rate
increases, while other aerospace risks, from regional airlines to the broadest General Aviation risks are
attracting increases. Insurers are less willing to compete for risks that they are not currently involved in
and are more willing to “walk away” from a risk if they feel the premium is too low – or they are better
able to force the price up to a level they consider more realistic. In previous years, the broker’s ability to
shop around helped suppress demands for increases by Underwriter A, by simply using Underwriter B, C
or D. In 2019 brokers simply have fewer alternatives and less room for manipulation.
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Matthew Bolshaw is not only RAeC Treasurer & Vice Chairman (Medals & Awards), an Aviation Insurance broker
he is also Public Liaison Officer to the All-Party Parliamentary Group on GA

To quantify the average level of increase is as difficult as agreeing exactly what general aviation is –
along with the traditional GA risks, GA insurers are grappling with new risks and new technology (e.g.
drones and e-power), but as a general rule of thumb most GA risks are likely to pay in monetary terms
the same amount as perhaps they did 2/3 years ago. There are, of course, exceptions to every rule.
Can a GA owner, operator or aerospace company do anything to mitigate any such increase?
There is always some scope to affect the cost of insurance – but is equally important that the
consequence of any change is understood and you can “get what you pay for” when shopping around!
Firstly, shopping around …….. In the UK is it primarily a client-broker-insurer market. There is limited
scope for an owner to go direct to an insurer. While cutting out the “middle-man” may have some
immediate cost benefits, a broker can also offer significant benefits that an owner cannot replicate –
claims expertise, dispute resolution, 24/7 service and, simply, years of experience. So, why not shop
around brokers ….?
Regrettably, this does not always help, as there are a finite number of brokers and insurers who offer
aviation risks. Asking 6 brokers to get you 3 quotes each will not produce 18 alternative prices, as there
are simply not 18 different GA insurers – at best there may only be up to 5 insurers actively competing
and quoting for a risk. It is wiser to get the broker to generate the competition in a controlled manner
than to have 6 brokers compete in an uncontrolled manner.
A careful review of what you need may help mitigate any increases. Factors that affect premium prices
include the aircraft value (hull sum insured), the deductible limit you choose (generally speaking a higher
limit lowers the premium costs, in the same way it does on car insurance), the number and experience of
pilots insured to fly the aircraft, the type of flying you do and, finally, the level of liability insurance you
purchase.
Any decision to change the basis of your cover should be carefully considered – as a change may have
unintended consequences which only become apparent later (after a loss).
Whilst we all like to save money and any saving is a “good saving” every GA owner and operator should
critically consider their aviation liability insurance limit. It is a legal requirement to purchase liability
insurance and minimum limits are determined by legislation (regardless of whatever Brexit outcome
(note to all – sorry - first actual mention of BREXIT, word 914 in article – couldn’t avoid it!), it is likely that
UK liability limits will remain comparable to the current levels, determined by aircraft types and MTOW.
These limits are merely minimum limits. Regrettably, as the world becomes more litigious and claims
costs rise, minimum limits may not be adequate in the event of a major loss. Purchasing a higher limit
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than necessary offers an extra cushion of comfort, which for the relatively small extra cost is well worth
considering.
As your policy renewal invitation letters (or e-mails) arrive, you may wonder how long this hardening
market may last. Traditionally, the aviation insurance market cycle was thought to be roughly an 8 year
cycle, from peak to peak, trough to trough. The hardening of the market in 2018 came after a sustained
soft market since 2003. It is reasonable to assume that the harder market is likely to continue for the
next 2 to 3 years but beyond that it is harder to predict – and that within this wider market cycle there are
likely to be sectors of the GA community that fare better or worse than the average.

BORDER FORCE WANTS OUR HELP WITH NEW eGAR
The UK Border Force has created a free digital service to enable electronic – ie, online – submission of
General Aviation Reports (GARs) and is requesting UK pilots to take advantage of the system and
provide feedback to enable ‘fine-tuning’.
The new eGAR sysytem has been designed to make the GAR submission process as streamlined as
possible. No need for pilots and operators to email or fax documents to Border Force and Police.
Users are encouraged to leave feedback on the service via a link found at the top of the initial
registration homepage.
To register and submit an online GAR www.gov.uk/submit-gar

WANT TO WIN THE CHANCE TO BE A JET FIGHTER PILOT FOR A DAY!
See BRITISH AEROBATICS Section in this Newsletter to find out how

NEW UK OPEN CLASS 750KM GLINDING RECORD
We’re delighted to report that, Ed Downham now holds the UK open class 750kms out and return speed
record.
On the 12th May 2019, Ed flew an EB28 from Dunstable covering the 751.7 km out and return flight at
an average speed of 93.6 kph.
Our congratulations to Ed Downham.
BBC 2 DOCUMENTARY “BRITAIN’S NEXT AIR DISASTER?”
Many aviators have been expressing their deep concern and criticism of the BBC Two documentary,
‘Britain’s Next Air Disaster? Drones?’
As a public service broadcaster, the BBC should provide its viewers with balanced reporting and we
believe that this is something they have failed to do on this occasion register complaints directly to the
BBC.
See BMFA Section in this Newsletter how to register a complaint directly to the BBC.

NO LANDING FEES AT HENSTRIDGE AIRFIELD ON SATURDAYS
Henstridge Airfield is offering no landing fees and a free cup of tea or coffee at the airfield until further
notice on Saturdays only. No voucher is required.
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“THE PLANE GUY”
A new group “The Plane Guy” are using a former LAA Hangar Queen, RANS S6ES Coyote II G-CBXZ,
as a travelling STEM exhibit, to attend various events around the country. Working together with Chris
Jefferson of Sci-Hi Education many schools are also part of this year’s summer schedule, where a
typical STEM day involves the youngsters assembling Chris’ wonderful 1/3 size Hawker Hurricane and
given one of Chris’ themed STEM talks.

This is followed by making hoop gliders, fun quizzes, rocket making and then fly-offs, as well as a visit to
the cockpit of the RANs where the controls and how an aircraft is controlled are explained before making
some paper planes for yet more fun.
For more information: https://www.sci-hi.education and http://www.theplaneguy.com

“PIGS CAN FLY”
Every wondered where the expression pigs can fly came from?
The Jet Age Museum at Gloucestershire Airport is hosting The Small Spaces Theatre Company’s
production (your editor is Artistic Director) of Helen Landau’s play “Pigs Can Fly”, directed by Lisa
Holman.

John Moore-Brabazon and his flying pig 'Icarus II' (photo: RAeCT)

John Moore-Brabazon became the first person to qualify as a pilot in the United Kingdom and was the
first person to take a pig flying. Hence the expression?? John was awarded the first RAeC Aviator's
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Certificate and his car also bore the number-plate FLY 1. However, only four months later his friend
Charles Rolls was killed in a flying accident and Moore-Brabazon's wife persuaded him to give up flying.
Performed as a radio play “Pigs Can Fly” celebrates the importance of the Short brothers to the birth of
British aviation, in this 50th anniversary year of Oswald Short’s passing. The cast of fourteen tells the
true story not only of the development of British aviation and “The Aero Club”, but also of the
relationships – love, passion, commerce, bravery, disappointments and death.
The production is seen through the eyes of Rolls Royce founder and entrepreneur Charles Rolls, in his
hungry desire to achieve changes in mechanical science – from road to air, which did and has
transformed the lives of millions of people worldwide and forever.
Based on her book, “The Birth of British Aviation – Prisoners of Hope”, Helen Landau, a relation of
the Short brothers, incorporates in this dramatic production costume, projected images & sound and
even a pig to tell the hazardous journey of early British aviation, which was only ended by a prank that
even the Government of the day could not ignore.
The production is being performed at the Jet Age Museum, Meteor Business Park, Cheltenham Road
East, Gloucestershire, GL2 9QL on Friday 13th & Monday 16th September 2019 at 19.00 and on
Saturday 14th at 20.00 & Sunday 15th at September at 17.00 as part of the 7th Stroud Theatre
Festival, Lansdown Hall, Gloucestershire, GL5 1BB.
Tickets are available for:
Jet Age Museum from https://www.helenlandau.com/ or helen.landau@tinyworld.co.uk £10 includes a
glass of bubbly & a tour of the museum. Profits from tickets sales are being donated to the Museum
Stroud Theatre Festival from http://www.stroudtheatrefestival.co.uk/tickets-and-how-to-book.html
01453 760900. £6 Abridged performance of 1 hour. Profits from tickets sales are being donated to Help
for Heroes. Bar and refreshments available

YOUNG AVIATORS 2019
This is the 14th annual Young Aviators event and scheduled for Saturday 14 th September 2019 at Sywell
Aerodrome. The event will see the 1,000th youngster take to the skies for a flying experience and much
more.
See Youth Section in this Newsletter for more information

WORLD PEDAL PLANE RECORD
In October 2015 YES, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association gathered 15 pedal
planes at Brooklands Museum’s Aviation Day. In September 2017 this climbed to 24 pedal planes.
Following a Facebook Pedal Plane Group posting, the USA decided to get in on the action and on July
25th 2018 they gathered 24 pedal planes together at AirVenture 2018 at Oshkosh, USA.
YES then went on to gather 31 together on 16th September 2018 and the record came back to this side
of the Atlantic.
However, the ante has now been upped once again this year, with the USA challenge on 24th July at
AirVenture 2019, at Oshkosh. A concerted effort is being made for an “Official Guinness World Record”
to be set with at least 50 pedal planes.
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Once the record has been beaten in July, and it probably will be, the pressure will be on for YES to take
the record back again on Sunday 22nd September 2019, at the next Brooklands Museum Aviation Day.
So if you have a pedal plane and want to take part, please contact the organiser Andre Faehndrich by
e-mail at ande.faehndrich@ntlworld.com The more pedal planes the better to make it much much
harder for the USA to try and take the record again.
A little on the history of the event (with a mention of YES at 1 minute 58 seconds and at 3 minutes 5
seconds)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5p9O808Bp3I&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2wF3qxWsYovZS4dG
0g98hGmLw6gDFRqonZH7nMhfFhTXU6thez9QlluWA
And the latest video:
https://www.facebook.com/ThePedalPlaneShow/videos/382656202599676/UzpfSTEwMDAwMDQ4NTI2
NzgwNjpWSzoxMDE1NzMxNjQwOTUxMzQyNw/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
See YOUTH section in this Newsletter for details of the grant from the RAFCT (Royal Air Force
Charitable Trust) for young people to build pedal planes.

BUILD A PLANE PROJECTS
An aircraft built by South African teenagers is being flown from Cape Town to Cairo and has successfully
made its first stop in Namibia. But the UK has Youth Build-a-Plane Projects too.
There are/were at least 36x Youth Build a Plane projects currently in the UK and a PDF of the current
projects can be down-loaded from the YES web-site http://yesflyers.org.uk/build-a-plane-projects-map ,
to show where the nearest Build-a-Plane project for youngsters is located to you.
The PDf will be updated again soon, so keep checking back, as there is now a 4-seater Build-a-Project
in Belfast, which is another exciting development in the world of UK build a plane.
See YOUTH Section in this Newsletter for details of the BMAA’s The Horizon Project build-a-plane
scheme for schools and other build a plane projects in the planning stages.

POWERED PILOTS TO GO GLIDING
LEADING figures in the world of aviation are backing a national campaign to encourage more powered
pilots to discover gliding.
See British Gliding Association section in this Newsletter for more information
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GoPros AND OTHER MOUNTED CAMERAS ON AIRCRAFT
Did you know that if you wish to attach a small camera (such as a GoPro) to a non EASA certified GA
aircraft then the attachment needs to be inspected by a Part66 licensed aircraft engineer or via the CAA
as a minor modification to the aircraft.
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201369.pdf

THE CAA’S “SKYWAY CODE” NEW EDITION
Why pay for a paperback copy of this excellent publication you can obtain it free by going to one of
GASCO’s Safety talks or you can download it free from the CAA website https://www.caa.co.uk/Generalaviation/Safety-information/The-Skyway-Code/
For other UK CAA and EASA Regulation changes which affect GA see UK & EASA REGULATORY
MATTERS in this Newsletter

CAA CONSULTATIONS
Decisions and new consultations (with respond by dates)
The updated assessment of the affordability and financeability of the development of new runway
capacity
at
Heathrow
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/economic-regulation/capacity-expansion-atheathrow-airport/
Closes 13th August 2019 e-mail responses to economicregulation@caa.co.uk
Details of closed consultations
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/consultation_finder/?sort_on=iconsultable_enddate&sort_order=descendi
ng&advanced=1&st=closed#cs-finder-results-container

The CAA asked, you said, they have done https://consultations.caa.co.uk/we_asked_you_said/

BLACKBUSHE AIRFIELD EXPANSION
Blackbushe Airfield has been successful in persuading the local planning authority to deregister rthe
active aerodrome from Yateley Common and will allow the development of much needed hangars and
other facilities.
See Is Your Airfield UnderThreat in this Newsletter for more good news, some bad news and current
state of play for many GA airfields

GASCo
The Safety Evenings start again in October. For details of your nearest GASCo Safety talk and
seminars https://www.gasco.org.uk/flight-safety-information/safety-evenings
If your club or organisation would like to host an evening (or afternoon) between 1st October
2019 and 31st May 2020, just telephone 01634 200203 or e-mail Penny at penny.gould@genav-safety.demon.co.uk
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THE BLADES ARE GOING GLOBAL
British civilian display team The Blades are now getting set to go global with Gerald Cooper, who joined
last year and is the UK National Unlimited Aerobatics Champion since 2009 and the highest ever
World Ranked British Aerobatic Pilot as part of the team. The Blades, who take paying members of the
public aloft for one of the ultimate aviation experiences in the world, are classed as an ‘airline’ by the UK
CAA.

are planning to change from flying Extra 300LP’s to the British-designed GameBird Composites GB1.

TEAM GB WINS INTERNATIONAL YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2019
The winning team from the UK regionals and regional final held at BMFA’s HQ were ten students from
North Halifax Grammar School (NHGS) in Yorkshire. They went on to compete against teams from USA,
Japan and France at the 2019 Paris Air Show.
The UK Youth Rocketry Challenge (UKRoC) is a great introduction to the skills used by many aero and
aerospace organisations which provide high-value and well-paid careers locally. These industries
collectively employ 110,000 people across the UK, at companies such as Lockheed Martin, Airbus, BAE
Systems, GKN, MBDA and Rolls Royce and are supported by nationwide supply chains.
Read the full report in the BMFA Section of this Newsletter

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2020
The Rocketry Challenge is a great opportunity for young people aged 11 – 18
2020 Rocketry Challenge registrations open September 2019 https://www.ukayroc.org.uk

5% discount from Pooleys AND help YES (LAA’s Youth & Education Support)
If you are ordering any flight equipment from Pooleys https://www.pooleys.com by using the promotional
code YES at the checkout you will be helping to support the work that YES (Youth & Education Support)
is doing in the community and you’ll get a 5% discount off your orders.
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YES INSPIRES 3000 AT ONE EVENT
Paul Norman and Stewart Luck of YES were invited to exhibit a plane at The Three Counties Scout
Jamboree at the Malvern showground in Worcestershire over the weekend of the 6th & 7th July 2019.
It was a 300 mile round trip for them but well worth the effort. The weather was good and everyone was
happy to be there doing the many activities on offer. Over 3000 Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers
attended with Leaders and helpers.

The MW7 was the perfect choice for the task of inspiring the youngsters and teaching them life skills.
As you can see from the pictures sometimes they were able to deal with STEM topics but occasionally
were overwhelmed by the enthusiasm of those around them.

The Leaders and helpers were recruited to build YES paper planes while they waited their turn to have a
close up look at G- and sit in the cockpit.
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Some aviators of the future we hope

A budding pilot

PILOT FINED £3,200 FOR GLIDER NEAR-MISS
I’m sure many of you will have read recently of the Pilot fined £3,200 for glider near-miss which took
place last November over RAF Syerston, home to the RAF Central Gliding School. The pilot overflew a
glider site, albeit unintentionally, that was annotated on the chart with winch launch activity up to 3300ft
amsl. The glider pilot saw an aircraft, a C152, flying towards him over the launch winch at no more than
100ft above and approximately 500ft away from his glider. Assessing that the aircraft would come close
to him if he did not do something so initiated avoidance action and rolled to the right.
The Airspace & Safety Initiative issued their report on the incident and of the court case which took place
on 3 July 2019.
Powered pilots must plan to avoid glider and other aerial sporting sites along their proposed
route and near any planned alternates. Using electronic moving maps will assist as will plotting your
route on the paper chart. Glider sites are annotated as a G in a circle. If winch launching takes place at
the location, a figure in thousands of feet will be annotated with the G. Where the site is hang or para
gliding with winch launching, the chart symbol will be shown with the altitude.
Be aware that chart vertical annotation relates only to the maximum altitude of the cable, NOT to
the maximum altitude to which glider, hang gliders or paragliders may be encountered. KEEP A GOOD
LOOK OUT AT ALL TIMES

PROJECT PROPELLER 2019
Project Propeller http://www.projectpropeller.org in existence for 20 years, has been organising an
annual reunion for ex-World War II aircrew to be held at an airfield location in the UK.
While I know this is not an RAeC event Project Propeller is something which a lot of RAeC members
are involved in, including myself. 2019 was held at Coventry Airport Sunday 23 June 2019 and more
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than 100 RAF veterans from WWII were flown in by private pilots for the biggest reunion of its kind in
Europe.
There had been a yellow thunderstorm warning a few days before but was cancelled the day before.
This year’s Annual reunion saw 72 private aircraft fly in to Coventry with 98 RAF World War II veterans
on board and was nicely wrapped up with a flypast from 2 RAF Battle of Britain Memorial Spitfires.
Veterans and their pilots were entertained in one of Coventry Airport’s massive hangars

and there was also plenty to see outside which brought back many memories for these gallant personnel
from aircraft to the car representing the Famous 303 Polish Squadron the 303 Jag Squadron and
wonderful models –Lancaster, Halifax: and Dakota. Veteran personnel included pilots, navigators,
gunners, and ground crew.
This year’s Project Propeller prize draw had some fantastic prizes on offer from tickets to the Royal
International Air Tattoo, a 1 hour flying lesson, unique aviation art, and a signed copy of John Nichol's
book "Spitfire".
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Also attending was Roger Leivers representing The Godmanchester Stirling Fund, his book 'Stirling to
Essen', is the true story of a XV Squadron Short Stirling crew, and the lovely people who run 303 Jag
Squadron - a tribute to the Polish airmen who flew during the Battle of Britain and beyond.

If you know of any RAF WWII veterans please put them in touch with Project Propeller for the next
reunion in June 2020. They may find colleagues they have not seen since they were in service.
Not only may they catch up with former colleagues but 98-year-old Flight Lieutenant Ernest “Ernie”
Holmes, former Lancaster Bomber pilot, met his six-month-old great-grandson for the first time during
the reunion.
Also if you would like to transport, by plane or car, veterans to the next meet- up contact
www.projectpropeller.org https://www.facebook.com/ProjectPropeller/
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NATS VFR CHARTS
These are continually being updated. Do subscribe to the NATS VFR Charts newsletter services.
This will then pop in to your email inbox each new amendment or addition as they come into effect. What
is more, it is absolutely FREE 
So no excuse for any inadvertent infringement(s) of danger zones etc. or having incorrect RT
frequencies
marked
on
your
2019
VFR
charts.
www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/fwfnatsuk/public/user/account/register.faces

AOPA UK
Pauline Vahey has taken over as Chairman if AOPA UK. Pauline has been flying fixed wing light aircraft
since 1987 and owned a share in a Cessna 182 based in Denham until recently. She is also Chairman of
the British Women Pilots' Association. She is passionate about encouraging young women to consider a
career in aviation and to provide support and resources for recreational flyers at whatever level.

She advocates protecting the rights and privileges of GA pilots in the challenging times ahead as the
success of the Commercial Air Transport sector is putting pressure on those who also want to have
access to and use of the airspace, resources and airfields and the challenges and integration of drones
into the existing aviation environment.
She also works tirelessly as a member of the Airfields Working Group of the All Party Parliamentary
Group for General Aviation in campaigning to keep our airfields open.

All Party Parliamentary Group for General Aviation
The Lord Kirkhope Inquiry into Lower Airspace has called for the Government to scrap and replace
the legislation that sets the direction for UK lower airspace design.
The current Airspace Design Process, the Inquiry found, is unfit for purpose at ‘every level’ from Section
70 of the Transport Act 2000 to the Civil Aviation Authority’s (CAA) interpretation of the legislation.
Commissioned by the All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation (APPG-GA), the Lord Kirkhope
Inquiry received written evidence from nearly 50 witnesses and heard oral testimony from a dozen
stakeholders.
For more information please contact George Lawley on lawley@parliament.uk or on 07805598829
A copy of the report can be found at:
The education pack for MPs should be downloaded and forwarded to your own
http://www.generalaviationappg.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/GA-Campaign-Pack-final.pdf

MP
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APPG-GA has responded to the Government’s ‘Aviation 2050 — the future of UK aviation’ Green
Paper warning that ‘market failure’ is occurring in the UK’s General Aviation industry. Read their
response
http://www.generalaviationappg.uk/parliamentary-group-warns-of-general-aviation-marketfailure-in-green-paper-response/
APPG-GA has called the Civil Aviation Authority’s (CAA) approach to electronic conspicuity
‘flawed’ and ‘too limited in scope to be of practical use’. Read their response
http://www.generalaviationappg.uk/caa-approach-to-conspicuity-flawed-says-parliamentary-group/

THE FAI
While the FAI website isn’t the easiest to navigate round there is some interesting information to be
gleaned https://www.fai.org from the latest aviation records, Championships results and future
competitions.

FAI YOUNG AVIATION ARTISTS (6-17yrs) COMPETITION 2019
The 2019 competition had a theme titled ‘My Dream to Fly’. https://www.fai.org/young-artists-contestwinners/155483/2018
Gold, Silver and Bronze FAI Medals were awarded to the winners for three age categories (6-9, 10-13,
14-17 years old) following an FAI Jury decision in April 2019. The winners were
Junior: 1st USA, 2nd USA, 3rd Lithuania
Intermediate: 1st USA, 2nd Belarus, 3rd Finland
Senior: 1st Peoples Republic of China, 2nd USA, 3rd Russian Federation
For details of the UK entrant winners check-out the LAA Section in this Newsletter.

USING YOUR NATIONAL LICENCE TO FLY G-REG EASA AIRCRAFT IN THE UK
Pilots that hold a LAPL may continue to fly a UK registered aeroplane or Touring Motor Glider (TMG)
with an EASA Certificate of Airworthiness or EASA Permit to Fly under derogation ORS4 1309.
See UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS section in this Newsletter

FAI YOUNG AVIATION ARTISTS (6-17yrs) COMPETITION 2020
The 2020 competition theme has been announced: “Flying Yesterday and Tomorrow”.
https://www.fai.org/yac
Check-out https://www.fai.org/fai-young-artists-contest for entry information and the LAA Section in
this Newsletter

A LITTLE SOMETHING TO MAKE YOU SMILE

Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark
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Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451
http://www.royalaeroclub.co.uk/about-us.php?title=&id=32

Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant applications,
the Trust concentrates on two main objectives:

Supporting the ambitions of young people who wish to become involved in air sports and
recreation regardless of background, experience or ability, to achieve their full potential through
participation in air sports and recreational flying.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries

Conserving the Royal Aero Club’s unique collection of aviation memorabilia conserving
unique historical aviation materials for future generations and maintaining 100 years of aviation
history represented by artefacts, memorabilia and archive documents. Much of this is stored at The
Royal Air Force Museum Hendon. However, in 2011 the Trust launched
www.royalaeroclubcollection.org where visitors can gain quick and easy access to these extensive
aviation archives.
My thanks to David Bills for the following report:
“FLYING FOR YOUTH” 2019 SCHOLARSHIPS & BURSARIES
The Royal Aero Club Trust regularly awards up to 50 scholarships and bursaries a year for the complete
range of air sport disciplines to enable young people to achieve their full physical, intellectual, social and
spiritual potential through participation in air sports and recreation.
The “Flying for Youth” scheme encompasses: paragliding, gliding, hang-gliding, parachuting, microlight
aircraft flying, helicopter flying, light aircraft flying, balloon piloting and the designing, building and flying
of model aeroplanes, including multi-rotary wing - ie. drones - and Flight Simulator flying.
The Royal Aero Club Trust has recently announced the award of 35 scholarships and bursaries for 2019.
At the same time, the Trust launched 2 new bursaries to be known as the Brownsword Charitable Trust
Bursary and, in memory of the Trust’s late chairman, The Jim Crocker Bursary.
The bursaries are worth up to £1000 each and The Royal Aeronautical Society has been a major donor
since the Scheme was launched.
The talented young air sports persons receiving Grants this year include the following:






2 light aircraft pilots towards gaining their Private Pilots Licence
10 glider pilots aged 14 to 21 years to gain BGA Bronze Cross-Country, Silver, and
Tug Tailwheel Endorsement.
10 skydivers up to 21 years of age to advance existing BPA qualifications as Tracking
Coach, gain C licences or qualify as Formation Skydivers or Freeflyers.
A Hang glider pilot to qualify as Club Pilot.
4 model aircraft flyers to upgrade equipment and train and enter FAI and national
competitions.
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C Thacker

Summer Fisher




Emma Lees

A flight simulator pilot for air experience flights
7 Advanced bursaries were awarded to exceptionally well qualified air sports persons
up to 24 years of age to gain gliding and skydiving instructor and coach qualifications;
to train and compete in this year’s light aircraft national sport aerobatics competition
and the national advanced glider aerobatics competition;

as well as the 2019 national wingsuit (performance & acrobatics) competition and to train for the Royal
Navy Skydiving Team.
The full list of bursary winners can be found on the Trust’s website: www.royalaeroclubtrust.org
2020 bursary application forms and terms & conditions will be published on the Trust’s website in
September 2019 with a closing date for applications of 31 March 2020.
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https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NEWS
Team GB were in the Czech Republic at Breclav competing in the RAI Intermediate World Aerobatic
Championships and

A very smart Team GB (L-R)
Nick Buckenham (Civa President and Trainer), Trevor Dugan, John Royce (Team Manager),
Adrian Willis, Simon Wood, Dave Farley, Graeme Fudge, Tony Walsh
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Mazda very generously sponsored the British Aerobatic Team with the loan of 2 magnificent cars to go
along with their magnificent aircraft.
Aerobatics are exciting but some excitement could have very definitely been left out for this competition.
The British Aerobatic Academy train pilots from obviously UK but also from around the world. The Polish
team are headed by Maciej Kulaszewski, who instructs for The British Aerobatic Academy, and uses their
GenPro.
Unfortunately the excitement of the occasion got the better of Maciej and his landing on day one wasn't up
to his usual high standard and the GenPro was damaged, leaving not only the Polish Team but also
Adrian Willis of Team GB without an aircraft.
The chief designer from Genevation, the manufacturer of GenPro, luckily was on hand and immediately
put the Genevation factory in Hungary on alert. He investigated the damage and said a huge machined
part needed beefing up so there would never be a reoccurrence of such an issue. There and then he
redesigned the component and got a new one made.

The new CNC part being manufactured in the middle of the night

The engineers travelled from Hungary through Slovakia to Czec Republic twice, working through 2 nights
to have the aircraft airworthy again! What fantastic support.

The new tail component assembled

Adrian missed the second day’s flying but the International Jury sat and agreed that they would do their
best to help by advising that 2 rule changes be made. The first that Team GB be allowed to fly programme
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2 interspersed with programme 3 and that they also be permitted to fly 2 sequences in a day although the
regulations restrict to one.
The Jury convened a meeting of managers from all the national teams and explained that this rule change
required a vote and a 2 thirds majority. Every team supported the proposal with a majority vote! What
magnificent sportsmanship!

The Genevation team working at 3am

I have never heard of such great support from an aircraft manufacturer. Adrian Wills says having the best
aircraft is magnificent but having the best support also is a winning combination!.

Snazzy flying attire Tony!

Final placings: Team GBR came home with the Bronze. Well done David Farley, Trevor Dugan and Tony
Walsh having the best 3 team rounds.
Individual: David Farley (6th) Tony Walsh 11th), Trevor Dugan (12th), Adrian Willis (19th), Graeme Fudge
(20th) and Simon Wood (26th).
Some of you may have seen the Team GBR WIAC 2019 Epilogue on social media, but for those that are
not followers on Facebook this is their words:
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Earlier this year a group of six pilots - a baker, an engineer, a PR Director, a retired music producer, an IT
specialist, and a flying instructor got together to form the British Team for the World Intermediate
Aerobatic Championships 2019.
All have had some successes with their hobby in domestic competition - but for these six (and for their
Team Manager), the international stage was a brand new adventure. Months of hard work and
commitment were required and many stepped up to assist the effort. Little Gransden airfield generously
allowed use of their facilities for a number of Team GBR training days.
Phil Burgess - that rare breed of world class unlimited aerobatic pilot who is also able to share his vast
experience and pitch his coaching just at the right level for his charges - took many a week out to deliver
outstanding training camps including valuable insight into designing and flying sequences.
Nick Buckenham - current CIVA President and one of the most experienced judges in the world - came
out to the Czech Republic a week earlier than his duties required, and honed the increased flying ability
Phil had so brilliantly brought out of the team to ensure they were presented well to the Judging Line on
the ground.
A young Austrian (and up to then quiet and well mannered) fellow competitor - in her fantastic Austrian
accent exclaimed for all to hear, of a flick roll Tony Walsh performed in the final sequence “That was
f******g cool, man!”
This all took place at Movsca Trebova airfield, arguably the home of Czech Aerobatics, where the
welcome and the hospitality couldn’t have been friendlier - sharing the apron and lunch table with no less
than Red Bull Air Racer and current Championship leader Martin Sonka, who was also one of the first to
help push aircraft out of the hangers each morning, providing the team with a bit of inspiration as well as
perspiration. He might fly well through inflatable pylons - but he is a true gent and aerobatic competitor at
heart.
{Ed you have already, hopefully, read if the new Genpro prototype emergency work carried out over
several nights by Genovation engineers driving some considerable distances from their home base in
Hungary.} There was also a change of propellor to help with performance, and a hard landing inspection
that lead to a brand new designed and CNC’d tailwheel assembly - all done on the go by torch light to
ensure the aircraft could fly on.
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Mazda UK generously arranged for their Czech counterparts to loan the team two cars for the duration of
the trip, allowing the Team Manager to easily fetch lunch, get laundry done, and ferry the “in cockpit talent”
about.
Let’s not forget the partners, wives and children of all the Team members, who so generously gave up so
much family time so these guys could chase their chosen passions - providing such incredible support to
their loved ones throughout. It’s as much a credit to all these people mentioned above - and so many
more - as it is to the Team, that the Manager had to race out to Tesco yesterday for a new suitcase to
bring home all the trophies and medals that went with the Brits’ winning Team Bronze and a couple of
individual gongs.
Certainly the icing on the cake, but the true win was to be involved in such an amazing experience, to
prove that anyone with passion and dedication can represent their Country on the world stage for their
chosen sport. And for the lifelong friendships and camaraderie that has grown between team members, as
well as with many of their counterparts from around the globe.
Watch Dave Farley’s in-cockpit competition videos:
https://forums.flyer.co.uk/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=112713&start=75#p1705969

WANT TO WIN THE CHANCE TO BE A JET FIGHTER PILOT FOR A DAY!

British Aerobatics announces the launch of its third prize draw, with the chance for one lucky person to
win a flight in the iconic L-39 Albatros military jet! The L-39 is a high speed light ground attack aircraft
and military jet trainer. It is also the aircraft used by the Breitling Jet team and starred in the James Bond
movie, "Tomorrow Never Dies"!
The prize draw will be held on 2nd August 2019.
The 30 minute, custom-tailored, flight will be run by MiGFlug GmbH from an airfield in either France or
Germany. This 'open location' booking means there will be a lot of flexibility in location and dates to suit
the winner. On the day, they will be fully briefed and kitted out as a jet pilot, with the whole experience
lasting around 3 hours.
The prize will also include an overnight stay and dinner for two at a hotel near the airfield, plus £300
towards travel costs. British Aerobatics will help in making all arrangements.
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The proceeds from the prize draw will fund the British Aerobatics Team's training, helping the top British
aerobatic pilots, in both power and glider, to prepare for the World and European Championships. As in
their previous prize draws, British Aerobatics will make a donation to the registered charity Aerobility,
which facilitates flying training and flight experiences for disabled individuals.
Each ticket has a unique number on it for entry to the draw. Full information is available on the rules and
documents page at www.aerobatics.org.uk/publications
Tickets cost just £20 each and can be purchased at www.aerobatics.org.uk/lottery

British Aerobatics will be supporting four pilots to attend the 30th FAI World Aerobatic
Championships in Chateauroux, France, 22-31 August and will feature the world's aerobatic elite. This
is by far the toughest challenge for any aerobatic competitor and we wish our team the very best in their
preparation and for the competition.
The team members are: Phil Burgess, Chris Brook, Nick Onn and 2019 British Unlimited champion,
Melanie Astles. Team manager is British Aerobatics Team squad member, Chris Sills.

2019 British Unlimited champion, Melanie Astles

Good luck everyone!
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the safety,
enjoyment and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air ballooning, gas ballooning
and airships.
The BBAC Members’ website at https://members.bbac.org includes links to the technical office libraries;
sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership database; inspector information;
instructor and examiner information; members’ forum; personal direct debit and membership details
etc.

NEWS
Dominic Bareford receives the Charles Green Salver
Dominic started ballooning when he was only a couple of days old when he was flown from the
maternity home after his birth. After practicing with a laundry basket, towel, pretend radio and a real
marker as a small child he finally obtained his pilot’s licence at 17. It took him a few more years to start
seriously competing and entered his first British National Championships in 2012, when he came 2nd.

Since starting to compete, out of the 26 National and International championships he has
entered, he has rarely been out of the top 10. In early 2018 Dom won his first event of the year in
Luxembourg. He then went on to come 2nd in another event in France before winning the British
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Nationals Championship for the 4th time in a row. In September he was placed 4th in the Junior World
Championship.
While all these medal winning results are splendid, his finest achievement of the year was becoming
the youngest ever World Hot Air Balloon Champion in Austria in August 2018.
For his exceptional flying achievements the BBAC have awarded Dominic the Charles Green Salver.
Our congratulations Dominic!

Kevin Meehan 1944 – 2018
Kevin Meehan was born in 1944 and became a teacher before joining the Fleet Air Arm. He was
based in Lossiemouth and flew as an observer in a variety of aircraft including Gannets and
Buccaneers. Serendipity got him into ballooning in the early 1970s when, in a rather hung-over state,
he was left with a bunch of car keys and told to “follow that balloon”.
Kevin’s flying experience in Fleet Air Arm together with his ballooning experience made him perfect
person to become the initial test pilot for Special Shaped UK manufactured balloon envelopes (over
75). He later joined the Virgin Airship and Balloon Company as Operations director for hot air balloons
and airships. This role took him around the world, including the first Commercial passenger balloon
operation in Egypt. He was also closely involved with Sir Richard Branson’s Round the World
attempts including test flying of prototypes, site surveys and press flights in Morocco and has
organised, managed and flown in many records and special events using balloons and airships. He has
also been involved in establishing tourist balloon operations and events worldwide.

Kevin is a Civil Aviation Authority appointed senior examiner, a British Balloon & Airship Club (BBAC)
instructor and senior inspector, long standing member of the BBAC flying and technical committees
and chairman of the panel of examiners. As Training Officer, Kevin was the guiding hand for the
introduction of training standards, records and manuals that have formed the basis for balloon pilot
training in many parts of the world. As a key member of the Flying Committee, Kevin researched,
developed and published the BBAC LPG code which has been adopted in many countries.
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Kevin is currently Chairman of Panel of Examiners and is involved in the transition from national
oversight of balloons to EASA and still enjoys flying balloons, but now purely for pleasure with a couple
of like-minded sport balloonists in his home county of Shropshire.
As a balloonist for over 45 years, Kevin has brought with him a professional attitude to all aspects of
training, and a unique depth of experience, which he’s happily shared within the sport and industry.
Due to his long standing commitment to many aspects of ballooning the BBAC nominated Kevin
Meehan for a Royal Aero Club Certificate of Merit.

My thanks to Marie Banks for the following report on:-

WHEN BALLOONING ENTERED THE JET AGE
THE 10TH WOMEN’S BALLOON MEET
The annual gathering of female balloon pilots and PuTs for family-friendly, relaxed flying and fun social
events met over the 26-28 April weekend at Gloucestershire Airport, Staverton. Just four days after the
glorious Easter bank holiday weekend and the weather had other plans, throwing Storm Hannah at us.
Nevertheless, we were determined to show the best side of our ballooning spirit and we headed to the
Aviator pub on Friday night to start the weekend off.
One of the aims of the meet, in addition to providing an atmosphere for pilots and teams to mingle
socially and to provide support for PuTs, is to mix different forms of aviation and encourage newcomers
into ballooning. Bristol Aero Club, which is based at Gloucestershire Airport, and members of the British
Women Pilots’ Association (BWPA) were invited to join us and the resulting mix of balloonists, fixedwing, paraglider and paramotorist pilots as well as a skydiver made for some interesting story swaps.

The Jet Age Museum at Gloucestershire Airport hosted us on Saturday for a programme of short talks,
videos and a start of season refresher quiz, all whilst seated amongst the planes and exhibits in the
museum hangar. Hopefully the unusual setting and opportunity to climb into the cockpits of aeroplanes
provided some alternative entertainment whilst we were grounded by the storm.
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On Saturday evening, we saw some excellent efforts in the fancy hat or badge competition in
celebration of our 10th meet and we were treated to a couple of inspiring after dinner talks, covering a
range of aviation exploits.

Fiona Macaskill – five-time world record holder and the fastest female paraglider pilot in the world –
joined us for the weekend and gave a fascinating insight into the world of paraglider racing. Fiona
gained her fixed-wing PPL in 2013 after deciding that 25 years of paragliding was enough and she now
races at 100mph and told us tales of her exploits over the desert of Botswana, competing in a charity
air race, Race for Rhinos.
Chloe Hallett – when she collected her PPL on her 17th birthday – was the youngest balloon pilot in
Britain. Coming from such an illustrious ballooning family – with her mum, Lindsay Muir, being former
British champion and World Cup winner and often the only female competition pilot in the European
and World Championships – it is not surprising that Chloe finds competition ballooning more exciting
than a ‘little bimble’ across the countryside. She gave us two great talks during the weekend about her
experiences in competition flying and the digital mapping app that she uses to help plot the winning
track.
With no flying throughout the weekend – the briefing marquee looking like the only thing that might take
off in the wind – you’d think the final prize giving event on Sunday would be a non-event.
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But, we had so many great prizes generously donated by Cameron Balloons, Kubicek and Ultramagic,
and such a great turnout of PuTs and recent P1s, as well as newcomers keen to get more involved with
ballooning, that it was nice to be able to recognise these efforts and encourage them to continue to
progress in the sport.
So, congratulations to regular Women’s Meet attendees for checking out recently: Sally Stevens (who
epitomises ‘family’ ballooning with four kids in her team at this meet), Lisa Humphrey (who has
transitioned from being an Airbus Captain and gone ‘back to basics’ in getting her balloon PPL) and
Emily Read (whom we have watched racking up the hours before she’s old enough to apply for her
licence and will now be ready to apply on her 17th birthday later this year).
The two main trophies were awarded to James Head, Operations Director at Gloucestershire Airport,
for his support in facilitating our meet airside on the busy, active airfield and the Jet Age Museum
received the Anne Lewis-Smith ‘handbag’ trophy in recognition of their support. Sally Ferrers, who
accepted the award on behalf of the museum, is the Exhibition Lead and was responsible for the
museum’s exhibition and programme of events throughout May on Women in Aviation.

As a former balloonist, Sally actually remembers Anne Lewis-Smith (1925-2011), who was a poet,
journalist and writer and a passionate promoter of ballooning around the world during the 1970s and
‘80s. The trophy will be on display at the Jet Age Museum for the rest of the year.
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Having moved the meet around the country for the last ten events and even combined with other
events for a couple of years, it was great to host our own meet again and to have welcomed so many
balloonists and other aviators to celebrate our 10th gathering together. Email
womeninballooning@gmail.com if you would like to be kept up to date with any plans for future balloon
meets. We also have a Facebook page: WomeninBallooning and a closed Facebook group of the
same name.
Thanks to everyone who came and braved the weather and who helped make it a success despite the
efforts of Storm Hannah to dampen our spirits!

AIRLANDER update
A partnership of Hybrid Air Vehicles (HAV), Collins Aerospace and the University of Nottingham (UoN)
has won grant funding in excess of £1m from the UK Aerospace Research and Technology
Programme to develop electric propulsion technologies using Airlander 10 as the initial platform.

The project, named E-HAV1, will deliver a full-sized prototype 500kW electric propulsor for ground
testing and technologies ready for future productionisation. These technologies will be directly
applicable to a future Airlander 10, with the goal of replacing its fuel-burning forward engines as the first
step towards an all-electric version of the aircraft.
For more information see https://www.hybridairvehicles.com/news-and-media/overview/news/e-hav1/

OBSERVERS FOR BALLOONING COMPETITIONS
In the UK each pilot has to provide an observer for every competition. Many pilots have their own
regular observer, but some use ‘freelance’ observers who are allocated to their pilot at the pre-flight
briefing. The Observer’s job is to monitor the flight, record and measure where the markers land and
report back to the Director via De-briefers by completing a largely self–explanatory form.
For further information and details on how to get involved contact: information@bbac.org
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THE GREAT BRITISH LONG JUMP 2019
Fly as far as you can in one flight during October
The competition starts just after midnight on the morning of October 1 and closes at dusk on 31
October and the winner is the pilot or team who flies the longest straight line distance within the British
Isles during the month of October. http://www.thelongjump.com/

It all started back in 1984 when Robin Batchelor landed after a flight of only a few minutes from yet
another showground to the first car park and he thought, “Sod this, let’s fly as far as we can when the
commercial balloon season is over.” We’ll call it a competition, but really it is a kick up the bum for
people to push their boundaries. Fly further, fly higher, flay faster and have fun while they are doing it.
But you know how competitive pilots can be, so there is a “WINNER” and the 2019 winners will be
announced at the Survivors’ Lunch held in November.
Rules and Entry Information: http://www.thelongjump.com/?page_id=21
Every pilot writes a report, with photos, of their flight which is published on the website. ….. and what
an interesting an enjoyable read they are. Reports from the 2018 competition can be found at:
http://www.thelongjump.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/reports2018.pdf
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk
The British Gliding Association is the governing body for the sport of gliding in the UK, representing and
providing services to some 8500 UK glider pilots and 80+ clubs that are spread throughout the UK from
the north of Scotland to the SW tip of England. Clubs range from small, member-run clubs to some of the
largest gliding clubs in the world.
Developing and promoting gliding the BGA provides advice and assistance to clubs on a wide range of
topics, including finance, regulation, operations and marketing as well as being responsible for managing
training standards, UK gliding competitions and for the British Gliding Team.

NEWS
20th FAI European Gliding Championships, Prievidza, Slovakia 6-20 July
https://www.egc2019.sk/
The British Gliding Team fielded five of their best with Timothy Scott competing in the 15m; Tom Arscott
and Gerrard Dale in Club Class and Paul Fritche and Howard Jones in Standard.

Gerrard

Tom

Paul

Tim

Howard

The European Championship is among four international competitions fiercely contested by the GB
squad this year with the forthcoming 11th FAI Junior World Gliding Championships getting underway in
Szeded, Hungary, on July 28th and the 10th Women’s World Gliding Championships being hosted by
Australia at Lake Keepit in December.
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POWERED PILOTS TO GO GLIDING
LEADING figures in the world of aviation are backing a national campaign to encourage more powered
pilots to discover gliding. Airline pilots, recreational flyers and young people pursuing a career in
aviation and aerospace are among the high flyers encouraging more of us powered pilots to have a go
and glide in Britain.
Gliding offers different challenges and opportunities from flying with power and is a great way of
broadening handling skills and airmanship, and discovering the thrill and passion of pure flying and
soaring flight. It’s incredibly satisfying to use the freely available energy in the sky to fly cross-country or
to simply climb in a thermal after launching. Even commercial pilots with thousands of hours find that
time in a glider improves their existing skills, knowledge and airmanship
Andrew Perkins, Chairman of the British Gliding Association and a B777 pilot, said: “Gliding is like a big
family; you work together in all the activities that get you airborne. It hones all your flying skills and is a
great way to learn about engineering, safety, lookout and airmanship.”
There are around 85 sites throughout the UK stretching from the Highlands of Scotland to the south
west
tip
of
England.
To
find
your
local
club
https://www.gliding.co.uk/aboutgliding#wherecanyouglide
Your editor took her first glider flight last summer. Read about my experience in the 2018 summer
issue of the RAeC Newsletter
http://royalaeroclub.co.uk/media/RAeC%20Newsletter%20-%20Summer%202018.pdf

GLIDING CHANNELS
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JUNIOR WORLD GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS 28th July - 10th August 2019
The 11th FAI Junior World Gliding Championships are being held in Szeged, Hungary and Team GB
have been training hard over the last couple of years in preparation, both in the UK and at Issoudun in
France.

The team is split into two contest classes. Simon Brown and Peter Carter are both flying LS8s in the
Standard Class. Finn Sleigh and Jake Brattle are flying ASW20s in the Club Class.
The two reserves Clement Allen (Standard Cirrus) and Henry Inigo-Jones (DG 300) have also been
training with the team and are ready to step in if needed at any point.
We wish you all the very best and good luck!

The competition is expensive and is mainly funded by the competitors. This year, the team, in order to
raise the funds to compete for their country, have been doing a tour of UK gliding clubs giving talks about
competition and cross country flying, and in return have been asking for donations to their Go Fund me
page, which has a goal of £15,000.
There are sadly still well off the goal and any donations would be hugely appreciated.
You can donate here - https://uk.gofundme.com/support-the-british-junior-gliding-team-2019
If for some reason you can't get that link to work just google search “UK Junior Gliding go fund me”.
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NEW LEAD FCL EXAMINER
Andy Miller has been appointed as BGA’s Lead FCL examiner. He flies an HpH Shark from Keevil airfield.
Andy will focus on those who require, hold or need to renew FCL Flight Examiner and Flight Instructor
Sailplane authorisations.
EASA NEW SAILPLANE OPERATIONS (PART SAO)
New regulations addressing only sailplane air operations have been published and took effect on 9 th July
2019.
This new Regulation establishes simpler, proportionate rules and reduces the regulatory burden for glider
pilots and also for glider operators.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/operations

THE #CHANGETHEGAME CAMPAIGN
THE BRITISH Gliding Team is looking ahead to an exciting summer of soaring and getting more women and
girls involved in gliding.Team GB is backing the #ChangeTheGame campaign which celebrates female
athletes and women’s sport.
British gliding’s leading female pilot, Claudia Hill, is confident the team will perform to the highest level to
contribute to one of the greatest sporting season’s the UK has seen in recent years. Volunteers of Women
Glide (UK), an initiative founded by British Gliding Team members, have been busy delivering a
comprehensive coaching programme for female pilots this year.

Liz-Sparrow (photo:Max-Kirschner)

From 3rd to 11th August the coaches will be running a women’s coaching week at the Challenge Cup,
hosted by The Gliding Centre, Husbands Bosworth.
This coaching event aims to help pilots learn about and improve their cross-country competition gliding
through structured coaching, using a combination of single-seater and 2-seat coaching.

Further details of the Nationals and other competitions held in 2019 see the Competitions page of the BGA
web site at https://members.gliding.co.uk/competitions
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk
From its head office in Leicester the British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association (BHPA) supports a
country-wide network of recreational clubs and registered schools, and provides the infrastructure within
which hang gliding and paragliding in the United Kingdom (UK) thrive.

NEWS
CAN YOU HELP at this years’ BHPA Nationals Championships ?
Classic Parachutes Nationals, 24th-26th Aug
Paraglider Nationals Championships 31st Aug - 1st Sept
Teams are being organised now, if you are not in a team and willing to help please do come forward,
thank you in advance.
Contact: Andy Shaw fly@greendragons.co.uk

PROPOSALS FOR SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO RIGHTS-OF-WAY IN WALES
The Welsh Government in April announced proposals for significant changes to rights-of-way legislation to
grant free-flyers the freedom to use many footpaths.
Open-access land such as moorland will see certain restrictions lifted for hang-gliding and paragliding.

NEW HAWKSWICK PARAGLIDING RECORD
Jake Herbert has broken the Yorkshire Dales Hawkswick site record by flying 166lkm, landing at Belford
near Holy Island, in just over 5 hours.
Our congratulations Jake.

VACANCY FOR AN ANCHOR/DRIVER/GENERAL ASSISTANT
Paragliding.Community have the above vacancy. Contact info@paragliding.community or telephone
07770 300161 for more information
My thanks to Joe Schofield for the following report:
Salient happenings in BHPA-land...
HANG GLIDING
Ollie Chitty, sole Brit at Australia’s Forbes Flatlands in

January, finished 8th.

Shortly afterwards Ollie met up with Steve Blackler to contest the FAI Category 2 New Zealand
Nationals at Mount Murchison, South Island. After five tasks, including a NZ-record 137km won by
Ollie.Steve emerged the overall winner with Ollie 3rd.
In February Steve went on to finish second in New Zealand's fabled Omarama Classic.
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BHPA 1: NZ Nationals winners (L-R): Ollie Chitty (3), Shane McKay (N2, 2), Steve Blackler (1) and
Fraser Bull (NZ, Sport Class winner)

In the UK, difficult weather over the May Day bank holiday saw three tasks flown at Round 1 of the
British Open Series at Abergavenny. The event round doubled as the 2019 British Open, making winner
Grant Crossingham the British Open Champion. Grant will join Ollie Chitty (9th at 2018 Europeans),
Gary Wirdnam (6th and team Gold at the 2007 Worlds and four times British Champion), Gordon Rigg
(veteran of five Worlds teams and ten times British Champion) and Andy Hollidge (2017 Worlds and
2018 Europeans veteran) to contest the 2019 Class 1 world championships at Tolmezzo in Italy in July.
BHPA 2: British Open Champion and BOS 1 winner Grant Crossingham

PARAGLIDING ACCURACY
Andy Shaw finished 16th at the Lithuanian Open in February, ahead of William Lawrence (10), Andy
Webster 25) and Charlie Grantham (45).
Team UP Green Dragons finished 4th overall.
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BHPA 4: Team UP Green Dragons
(L-R): Andrew Webster, William Lawrence, Andy Shaw and Charlie Grantham

PARAGLIDING
Sebastian Ospina won the inaugural British Winter Open at Roldanillo in Colombia in January, from
Poland's Michal Gierlach and Brit Martin Long. Top woman pilot was Kirsty Cameron.

BHPA 3: Sebastian Ospina, first winner of the new British Winter Open.

In March Russ Ogden came 3rd in the Paragliding World Cup Superfinal at Baixo Guandu, Brazil. Russ
went on to finish 4th at the French PWC at Cour de Savoie in May.
European Champion Theo Warden came 14th, Martin Long 22nd and Malin Lobb 62nd.
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PARAMOTORING
RAFA40 team succeeds
On April 12th Giles Fowler and Paul Mockford touched down at RAF Halton, Bucks, having flown their
paramotors over 44 current and former RAF airfields in the previous two days. Together they covered more
than 265 miles in ten hours of flying, so far raising more than £2500 for the RAFA.
Paul's father runs the RAFA Branch at RAF Halton, originally established as No. 1 School of Technical
Training in 1919.
All eyes are now on the British Championships at Worleston in Cheshire in August.

BHPA 5: Giles Fowler lands at RAF Halton after 265 miles over two days
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk
The HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the UK and
actively encourages social flying and many members regularly participate in the organised events as well
as organising an annual calendar of events ranging from lunch fly-ins, cross channel weekends, visits to
military establishments and breweries and covering just about anything you can think of doing.

NEWS
My thanks to Brenda Nicoll for this report

HELI UK EXPO CHALLENGE CUP 2019
and 2019 HELICOPTER WORLD CUP (first round)
Crews from the GBR, Poland, Czech Republic and Germany competed in the Heli UK Expo Challenge
Cup and the first leg of the 2019 Helicopter World Cup.
After two days of waiting for the inclement weather to pass, it was all systems go on the last day of Heli
UK Expo 2019. There were two competitions within the event - The Heli UK Expo Challenge Cup and the
1st leg of the FAI Category 2 event, the Helicopter World Cup. The current holder of the Heli UK Expo
cup is Germany so there was national pride at stake as well as world cup medals and points.

Several crews were new to the event - Malina/Fidrova from the Czech Republic; Wilk/Mytar from Poland
and Trevor/Havery from GBR.
The first event flown was the Slalom Event .The German crew Eigner and Schauff were straight in the
semi-final. The semi-final was three British crews and the German crew. Eigner & Schauff (GER) versus
Furness-Smith & Wolinska (GBR) with Eigner & Schauff taking the heat 2 to 0. The second semi-final
was an all British affair, with Rimmer & Rimmer against Barklem & Reid with the Rimmers putting in a
very strong performance.
The slalom final was Eigner & Schauff against British champs Rimmer & Rimmer. Rimmer & Rimmer
showed no sign of nerves gathering the fewest penalties handing the gold to the British Crew.
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Next up the qualifying round for the Fender event were Barklem and Reid and they went through to the
semi-final.
Down to the last four and two British crews along with the German crew - Eigner & Schauff, and Czech
Republic crew Malina and Fidrova and Rimmer & Rimmer against Barklem & Reid. Rimmer & Rimmer
took the hea and the other semi-final saw Germany versus Czech Republic with the Germans coming
out on top.
The fender final was a re-run of the slalom with Rimmer & Rimmer against Eigner & Schauff. Eigner &
Schauff finished the final heat event 4.2 seconds ahead of Rimmer & Rimmer after both flying a fault-free
round earning them the gold.
Final scores:
SLALOM
1st

Stuart Rimmer and Chris Rimmer (GBR)

2nd Martin Eigner and Michael Schauff (GER)
3rd

Hugh Barklem and Mat Reid (GBR)

FENDER
1st

Martin Eigner and Michael Schauff (GER)

2nd Stuart Rimmer and Chris Rimmer (GBR)
3rd

Hugh Barklem and Mat Reid (GBR)

HELI UK EXPO CHALLENGE CUP
1st

Martin Eigner and Michael Schauff (GER)

2nd Stuart Rimmer and Chris Rimmer (GBR)
3rd

Hugh Barklem and Mat Reid (GBR)
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HELICOPTER MUSEUM IN WESTON SUPER MARE
http://www.helicoptermuseum.co.uk

The museum is open Wednesday through to Sunday plus all Bank Holidays, November to March
10.00am to 4.30pm and April to October 10.00am to 5.30pm. Closed 24th, 25 th & 26th December and
News Years Day.
See over 100 helicopters in the collection, alone side 50 different engine variants, with the ones on
display to the public being housed in the main display building.
A number of conservation projects are currently in progress including the Bristol Belvedere, with new
projects being planned all the time. They are always looking for new volunteers and if you feel that you
could play a part in a conservation team then get in touch.
Helicopters are welcome to fly into the Museum's 1 acre grass Helipad. Please contact the museum to
advise arrival time Tel. 01934-635227
THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY’S ROTORCRAFT GROUP
Did you know the RAeS Rotorcraft Group serves as the focus within the RAeS for all matters related to
helicopters and other rotary wing aircraft and is a multi-disciplinary group with broad interests, including
research and development of new technology, manufacture, operations (both military and civil) and
regulation.
The RAeS Rotorcraft Group also organises one major conference each year and two annual named
lectures to commemorate the contributions made by Juan de la Cierva and Alan Bristow to the art,
science
and
operation
of
rotorcraft.
https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/specialistgroups/engineering-design/rotorcraft/
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots and
enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and aims to
further the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a minimum for its members and to
represent them in national and international matters relating to microlight sport aviation.

NEWS
The BMAA has now been given authority from the CAA to issue Permits to Fly and new NPPL
Licences.
See UK & EASA REGULARTORY MATTERS in this Newsletter

BMAA WINGS SCHEME

The BMAA have already awarded 10 Bronze awards and 2 Silver awards.
The Wings scheme has four levels of award: Bronze, Silver, Gold and Diamond and is open to all
BMAA members at no cost. You will need to be a qualified pilot to receive an award, but if you are a
student pilot you can already be recording Aviation Education and Safety achievements that you can
use towards your Bronze award when you have qualified as a pilot.
To qualify for each level the pilot will gain achievements from a selection of flight, educational and
safety tasks and must have been completed within the 24 months immediately preceding an
application. After the first Bronze Award each level becomes slightly more demanding encouraging
pilots to expand their skills and knowledge, whilst having fun and becoming the “better pilot”.
The scheme covers: SAFETY - always the key driver in aviation. At least one safety achievement is
part of the qualifying requirements for each award level.
NAVIGATION - with more and more regulated airspace accurate navigation has never been so
important. Modern aids to navigation are encouraged, and from Bronze to Diamond the navigation
elements will help you to be more confident and more accurate.
AVIATION EDUCATION: are you planning to fly abroad? Have you added a radio operator’s licence
to your pilot’s licence? Do you want to find out more about how weather is forecast? Do you know
how Air Traffic Control operates? Attending courses and seminars or making visits to aviation
working environments will help you understand more about your flying environment.
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FLIGHT TRAINING: the pilot training syllabus prepares novice for the role of pilot in command. Some
skills learnt during training fade if not used often and further flight training is a skills benefit such as
the BMAA Strip Skills course.
This initiative has been awarded PROUD (Pilot Recognition for Operational Up-skilling and
Development) status by the Civil Aviation Authority.
For more information: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/wings

‘MEET THE BMAA’
The BMAA are developing a programme of ‘Meet the BMAA’ dates around the country and will be,
with their new trailer, at

Blenheim Palace 1-4 August; Castle Howard 15-18 August and at the LAA Rally at Sywell 30th
August - 1st September.

For more information on the dates and places will be available on their website http://www.bmaa.org
once finalised.

MICROLIGHT FLY-INS AND EVENTS
For details of microlight fly-ins and events https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/events
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https://bmfa.org
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal Aero Club to be
responsible for all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.
With over 850 clubs and approximately 36,000 members the whole of the UK is administered from
the Head Office. Locally there are 14 "Area" committees which meet periodically and are attended
by club delegates who can, through various channels open to the "Areas", propose changes or
additions to the running of the sport which are then voted upon at Council meetings held at the
Head Office. If passed, the changes will be incorporated in the guidelines produced by the
organisation and published in the "BMFA Handbook".

NEWS
Roger Stanton 1947 – 2019
It is with regret we notify of the passing of Roger Stanton, Firebirds Model Flying Club club
member and author of the much read BMFA New ‘Nostalgia Notebook’ feature, who passed away
on May 29th this year.
Our condolences to his wife, family and friends.
A touching obituary can be read on the BMFA website https://bmfa.org/News/NewsPage/ArticleID/2593/Roger-Stanton-1947-2019

2019 BRITISH WORLD CUP COMPETITIONS
The British Model Flying Association is again holding a number of World Cups and the remaining
are
F9U (Radio Control Drone Racing)

24th & 25th August

F2A-B-C-D (Control Line Speed, Aerobatics,Team Race, Combat) Lugo
September
F1A-B-C (Free Flight) Stonehenge
F1A-B-C (Free Flight) Equinox

5th

&

6th

7th September

8th September

F3F (Radio Control Slope Soaring) Welsh Open

13th – 15th September

My thanks to Jo Halman for her report:
Two of the F2 (Control Line) World Cups are being hosted by other nations as there is currently no
available flying site in the UK to hold such competitions. So, there was a very nice trip to Gran
Canaria in March for the “Gran Bretana” F2A (Speed) World Cup held back-to-back with the Gran
Canaria F2A World Cup. Top British fliers Paul Eisner & Peter Halman were medal winners in
both competitions: Paul took gold in both competitions and Peter took silver in the Gran Bretana
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Cup and bronze in the Gran Canaria Cup. Both fliers were using the “Halman Special” engines
designed and produced by Peter.
Now, there is the British World Cup being held in Lugo, Italy, in September to look forward to. This
is also run back-to-back with the Italian World Cup but this time it is for all four of the
Championship Control Line classes (Speed, Aerobatics, Team Race, Combat). Six days of
intensive training and competition.
The F3A (RC Aerobatics) World Cup is being held at Ashford in Kent, as is the F5J (RC Thermal
Soaring). The F9U (Drones) is being held during the British National Championships at RAF
Barkston Heath over the August Bank Holiday weekend.
Nearly all the categories need specialised sites from which to fly. The two F1 (Free Flight) World
Cups are being held at their usual venue near Andover, Hampshire. One of the F3F (RC Slope
Soaring) is being held at Pickering, Yorkshire and the other at Cardiff, Wales.
F3K (Hand Launched Glider) was held at Little Bentley, Essex and the F5B (RC Electric Gliding) is
being held at Woodchurch, Kent.
3RD EVIDENCE SESSION
The Science and Technology Committee held its third evidence session on its Commercial and
recreational drone use in the UK inquiry on Tuesday 9th July and BMFA’s CEO Dave Phipps
together with Gemma Alcock, Founder, SkyBound Rescuer; Professor David Dunn, International
Politics, University of Birmingham and Baroness Vere of Norbiton, Parliamentary Under-Secretary
of State for Transport, Department for Transport appeared as witnesses.
This is the third and final session of the Committee's inquiry into commercial and recreational
drone use in the UK.
Themes for the first session included:
•

reflecting upon the state of current drone safety education and exploring options and strategies
for improving the quality and delivery of this education; and

•

addressing ethical concerns—including privacy concerns—that surround the increased
availability, and use of, drone technology.

For the second session, the Committee questioned Baroness Vere of Norbiton on a range of areas
including:
•

the current regulatory framework;

•

forthcoming regulations;

•

risks associated with drones; and

•

the opportunities presented by the growing industry.

You watch and listen to the proceedings here: https://parliamentlive.tv/event/index/1a8ec4dc-78a84b76-9dce-ff663ad71067?in=09:27:33
https://parliamentlive.tv/event/index/1a8ec4dc-78a8-4b76-9dce-ff663ad71067?in=09:27:34
and https://parliamentlive.tv/event/index/1a8ec4dc-78a8-4b76-9dce-ff663ad71067?in=10:35:51

TEAM GB WINS INTERNATIONAL YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2019
Representing the UK, ten students from North Halifax Grammar School (NHGS) in Yorkshire
were crowned international champions after they competed in an international fly-off in the Youth
Rocketry Challenge against teams representing the USA, Japan and France at Paris Air Show.
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The North Halifax Grammar School team presented the design and build of their rocket, reflecting
on the challenges and findings in test phases, as well as their overall experience of the UK Youth
Rocketry Challenge (UKRoC), beating teams from across the UK to win a place at the international
finals at Paris Air Show.
The second part of the international finals required the teams to design, build and launch a model
rocket, with three raw eggs inside – representing the three astronauts from the Apollo 11 mission
for the 50th anniversary of the moon landing. They needed to get closest to 856 feet in altitude
within a desired timeframe of 43-46 seconds.
In a closely fought fly-off, NHGS’s winning rocket flew closest to the required time limit and
altitude. The French and Japanese teams placed joint third, with the USA in second place and the
UK as the overall winners.

2019 international finalists
Paul Everitt, Chief Executive of ADS said: “My warmest congratulations to the team from North
Halifax Grammar School who have done an outstanding job in beating the USA, France and Japan
to become international champions in the Youth Rocketry Challenge. It’s been great to see the
progress they have made throughout the competition, and they should be incredibly proud of their
performance at Paris Air Show where they demonstrated that they were the best team to represent
the UK.
“The Youth Rocketry Challenge is a great example of how industry can support and encourage
young people into exciting careers in aerospace. The skills that have been demonstrated by all of
the competitors are remarkable for their ages and I congratulate all of them on making it to the
international finals.
“I would encourage anyone aged 11-18 who has an interest in STEM, or even who wants to build
on teamwork skills, to participate in the Challenge next year. We’re keen to have good
representation from across the UK, inspiring future engineers across the country and it was great
to see a team from the North of England make it to the international finals.”
The international rocketry final is the culmination of four separate competitions held annually
around the globe: the UK Youth Rocketry Challenge (UKRoC) http://www.ukayroc.org.uk is
sponsored by Lockheed Martin; the Team America Rocketry Challenge (TARC); the French
Rocketry Challenge; and the Japanese Rocketry Challenge.
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2019 FREE FORUM REPORT
The 34th Free Flight Forum Report is available and is the biggest report yet, with no less than 17
reports covering a huge range of fascinating topics. Priced at £13 including UK postage, £15
(Europe other than UK) and £17 to anywhere else monies raised go to help defray the expenses of
Team GB competitors at World and European Free Flight Championships.
Topics include: Developments in Carbon Wing Construction by Stuart Darmon to The Rate of
Climb of Model Aircraft by Dr John Gibbs.
Send your cheque to: Martin Dilly, 20 Links Road, West Wickham, Kent, BR4 0QW to obtain your
copy.

GLIDER GPS TRIANGLE RACING
There are 3 classes for this competition with head-to-head exciting model glider flying; Sport, 1/3rd
scale and Open. Flying these large scale gliders around a triangular course where the turn points
are not marked by pylons or flag men but by pre-programmed GPS co-ordinates.
Unlike other model aircraft competitions in GPS Triangle Racing it is normal for 2 pilots to be
paired together to work as a team. Initially one is pilot the other observer and navigator. At the end
of the first flight they swap roles.

Each model is fitted with a GPS unit linked to a vario and transmits back to the ground via either
the return channel of standard model radio telemetry or a stand-alone system.
To fly these model gliders in this type of competition requires tactics and really reading the
thermals. Aerotowed to height they have to pass across a line at less than 500m altitude (400m for
the Sport class) and at less than 120 kmh as verified by the GPS data. From that point the pilot is
free to fly where he or she likes to find lift to complete as many laps as possible.
For more information see: http://www.ghostsquadron.co.uk/gps_triangle_racing.html

BBC 2 DOCUMENTARY “BRITAIN’S NEXT AIR DISASTER?”
BMFA members, and many others, have been expressing their deep concern and criticism of the
BBC Two documentary, ‘Britain’s Next Air Disaster? Drones?’, which sensationalised the potential
risks from ‘drones’ and grossly mis-represented the entirely safe activities routinely undertaken by
thousands of lawful ‘drone’ operators.
You can watch the programme here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m0006h51/horizon2019-3-britains-next-air-disaster-drones
The BMFA and other UK Associations acknowledge that unlawful operation of unmanned aircraft
could potentially result in unacceptable conflict with manned aviation, but the risk should be taken
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in context and it remains the case that the most significant risk to manned aviation is from other
manned aviation.
As a public service broadcaster, the BBC should provide its viewers with balanced reporting and
we believe that this is something they have failed to do on this occasion.
To register complaints directly to the BBC:
BBC Points of View email pov@bbc.co.uk or phone: 0370 908 3199 (This number is charged as a
local rate call from a landline; mobile tariffs will vary)
BBC Complaints: Phone: 03700 100 222* (03700 100 212* textphone) *24 hours, charged as
01/02 geographic numbers. Online
https://ssl.bbc.co.uk/complaints/forms/?lang=en&reset=&uid=311291355
Post: BBC Complaints, PO Box 1922, Darlington, DL3 0UR

ACHIEVEMENT SCHEME
Nominate one of your Model Flying Club members for an AS award. Nominations close 31 st
August.
For more information, details and nomination forms: https://achievements.bmfa.org or contact
Duncan McClure RCPAS@bmfa.org

BMFA FREE FLIGHT SCALE REPRESENTATIVE
Could you be the next BMFA FF representative? If you would like to apply or know more about
what is entailed contact Andy Sephton either by email andrewjsephton@gmail.com or by phone
07872 625279

POWER NATIONALS 2019 24-26 AUGUST
Contest Entry forms for Control Line, Radio Control Power disciplines and Scale are available here:
http://bmfa-nats.org/power-nationals Also available are camping and spectator booking forms.

FORTHCOMING 2019 CONTESTS & EVENTS
For the BMFA Events Calendar check out https://bmfa.org/Contests-Events/Contest-and-Event-Calendar
where you can find details of your local affiliated club and when they meet and what you can fly there, be
it as a complete novice or an advanced flyer.

SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT COMPETITIONS http://sam35.org.uk
MODEL HELICOPTER COMPETITIONS: http://www.3dchampionship.co.uk
CAA PUBLISHES CAP1789 EU REGULATIONS FOR UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
See UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS in this Newsletter for more information
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THE BRITISH DRONE RACING ASSOCIATION (BDRA)

The BDRZ is a not for profit organisation. Run by FPV pilot formed to promote the sport of FPV racing
and multi rotors in general. Their aim is to develop the sport and give FPV pilots a voice within the model
aircraft world as a specialist organisation under the BMFA.
My thanks to Lee Robinson, BDRA Treasurer, for his report on BDRA activities:This year in drone racing has seen a huge spike in popularity, with new pilots joining and race venues
being added all the time, the sport has never been in such a great position in terms of technology and
participation!

This year the BDRA participated and organised the drone racing at Weston Park Model Air show, the
biggest model air show in the UK and it did not disappoint!
Our drone racing event sold out in under 66 seconds and it was that popular we had to extend the
number of pilots that were able to fly from 60 to 72. This allowed more drone racing pilots the opportunity
to fly at the most prestigious drone race of the year and gave us confidence that we could go all out for
the event. We hired a large TV stand so the public could watch the action, Live streaming was also
available to everyone, including people outside of the park and a huge marquee to house everyone
safely in case the weather turns sour (which it did!!).
The event was held over three days, a fun Friday to allow the pilots to get their gear ready and fly the
non-race track the day before up until 8pm. This allowed people to calm their nerves, get any last minute
issues sorted and generally try and relax before the weekend ahead.
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On Saturday morning the main event starts shaping up, pilots start arriving if they haven’t already and
start to get their racing equipment ready to battle it out to be crowned champion of Weston drone racings
and the top 3 pilots get to represent Great Britain in the FAI world cup held in Korea racing against the
worlds very best drone racers.

The format of the overall race is split in to half, with qualification taking place for Saturday and a small
part of Sunday. Qualification consists of how many laps you get going round the track in the quickest
time.
After qualification, the group is split, the top 12 pilots enter a knock out competition whilst the remaining
pilots all fly in a final with up to 5 other pilots with a similar skill set.
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The remaining 12 pilots then enter their knock out stages until there are 6 pilots left. Three of these pilots
will be offered the opportunity to represent Great Britain at the FAI world cup in Korea.
Also later this year we are hosting an FAI world cup event here in the UK, with pilots from around the
world competing to try and get entered in to the FAI world cup in Korea
Photos by Julian Whitfield

Drone racing has really taken off (excuse the pun!) recently with a lot of interest positive and some
negative (Media) but overall the hobby is growing, we are at a record amount of members in the BDRA
and there always seems to be something coming up to make people WOW.
If you would like any more information on drone racing then please visit the BDRA
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BRITISH PARACHUTING ASSOCIATION
http://www.bpa.org.uk
From 31 January 1984, parachuting became a permitted activity, subject to the grant by the CAA of a
written permission, and in accordance with appropriate conditions specified in such CAA permission
documents. The BPA, soon to be renamed British Skydiving, controls all aspects of skydiving on behalf
of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).

NEWS
BRITISH SKYDIVING REBRAND
Following a thorough and open tender process, we have appointed Norwich-based brand agency
Creative Sponge as our strategic partner for the rebranding to British Skydiving.
In total, 25 tenders were submitted and, through a pre-qualification and due diligence process, they were
whittled down to five shortlisted bidders. After the shortlisted agencies delivered their presentations, the
branding panel were unanimous in their choice. Creative Sponge clearly demonstrated a high level of
expertise along with an understanding of who we are as an organisation and, most importantly, provided
us with the confidence that they can develop a brand personality that encourages participation and
continued engagement within the sport.

Creative Sponge have begun the discovery phase of the project, with visits to dropzones and through
engagement with Members and other stakeholders and are planning to deliver our new brand by the end
of October.

UK HEAD UP RECORD
The UK Head-Up Record was broken not once but twice in two days! The fourth attempt saw a new
record two-plane 18-way, with 12 of the participants having never broken a record before. This is
outstanding progression and a testament to the excellent coaching and warm-up events run by
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organisers Ally Milne and Paul Cooper. In particular, the 4-way base had a 100% success rate at
launching head-up rounds across the two days.

Having beaten the previous 14-way record once, it was then time to try and do it again with even more
people. The attempts moved up to 21-ways and the smooth, calm flying ensured that it wasn’t long
before the record fell yet again.

The completed 21-way flew for six seconds. Congratulations to all involved, and thank you to Skydive
Hibaldstow and pilots H and G.
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WORLD 100- WAY CRW DIAMOND
The 2019 Path of Excellence Award will be awarded to the 100-way Canopy Formation World Record
Team.
The Path of Excellence Award is awarded by the International Skydiving Museum and Hall of Fame. It is
specifically for entities – groups, companies, organisations or teams – for significant contribution(s) of
enduring high value to the world of skydiving and is a prestigious award in both name and distinction.
The 100-way CF diamond, completed in 2007 and unbeaten since, was selected from a long list of
amazing events as the winner of this prestigious award.
The presentation of the 2019 Path of Excellence Award will be made at the International Skydiving Hall
of Fame Celebration at Skydive Perris in California on October 18. The presentation will lead with a
tribute jump, followed by the awards presentation and then the Welcome BBQ.
Record participant Ian Marshall remembers the logistics of putting together a 100-way formation that
weighed eight tons and was more than 300ft high and 200ft wide: “The record used two Casas and three
Twin Otters. Organiser Chris Gay wore 90lbs of lead in the base. The lead Otter flew in at 20,000ft and
the base nine exited three miles before the DZ. The chase Casa went over the base at 18,000ft, and
then in came the last Casa at 16,000ft. We looked out of the cockpit window and saw the formation
building above and five miles ahead. Wow, that’s big. Three minutes to go.
“By 12,500ft, the 36-way base was hammering through the sky. At 12,000ft, the last two planes flew in
down each side of the formation. We looked out at the other Otter on our right side – good, it’s there, just
right this time – and we watched the formation building to a 49 just under us as we flew by it. Perfect,
let’s do it!”
The Brits on the World Record in 2007 were Gav McLeod, Ian Marshall, Maria Russell, Martin Robiette,
Paul Speller and Doug Preston.
Image: Need to request permission from photographer who is out the country.

GO TEAM GB
The British Accuracy Team attended the Style and Accuracy World Cup in Córdoba, Argentina in May.

The team was Dave Crowhurst (finishing in 39th place on a cumulative score of 35cm including two
dead centres), Janos Leszko (45th place on 42cm) and Esther Reynolds (17th female on 61cm).
Esther has been competing for Great Britain since 1982 and has attended all but one World
Championships in that time, as well as most World Cups. Ian Marshall was Head of Delegation.
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That kicks off a busy summer of World Cups in various skydiving disciplines. Next up is the 2019 Speed
Skydiving World Cup and European Championships, being held here in the UK at Dunkeswell from
August 13-15. Our very own BPA Speed Rep, Mikey Lovemore, is the organiser and Meet Director.
The World Cup and European Championships in CF will start in Romania just a few days later, closely
followed by the Wingsuiting World Cup in Italy at the end of August. Next up is the biggest World Cup of
the year: Eloy in Arizona will host 4-way FS (Open and Female) and 8-way FS from October 7-12.
Finally, the Canopy Piloting World Cup is being held in South Africa in November.
The BPA is supporting competitors in all disciplines and they are training hard for each of these World
Cups in 2019.

BPA APPOINTS NEW COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
BPA is delighted to announce that Angel Fernandez has been appointed to the new staff position of
Communications Manager. Angel, who took up the sport in 2017, started his new post - based at BPA
HQ, Leicester - in mid-April 2019. Angel has over 20 years’ communications and marketing experience
in a variety of industries including automotive, manufacturing and third sector organisations.
He comes to BPA from commercial landscape contractor NT Killingley Ltd of Chesterfield, where he
oversaw marketing and communications for their construction sector. At Killingley, Angel drove a brand
refresh that provided a new and contemporary image that also respected the history and values of the
company.

Angel’s role at BPA is to engage with the members and BPA’s other stakeholders, and beyond with the
media and the wider public. He will focus on communications activity to underpin implementation of
BPA’s strategic plan, including rebranding to British Skydiving, expand BPA’s digital communication
channels and content, and promote the sport and its successes to a wider audience.
As Communications Manager, Angel works closely with Tony Butler, BPA Chief Operating Officer, other
members of the staff team, and the Communications Committee chaired by Adrian Bond.
Adrian Bond said ‘Meeting the objectives in our strategic plan depends upon effective and efficient
communications to our members, other key stakeholders and beyond. For this we created the new post
of Communications Manager and are delighted to welcome Angel who has the skills and experience we
need in this specialist area.’
Angel Fernandez said ‘I am delighted to be joining the BPA at such an important time in its development
and am looking forward to working with members and other stakeholders. The 5-year strategic plan
presents opportunities and challenges as we work to deliver our exciting ambitions for our fantastic
sport.’
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LEARNING FROM OTHERS MISTAKES
Download the Safety & Training Committees Summary of Safety from their STC minutes
https://www.bpa.org.uk/member/agendas-and-minutes/ to learn from others mistakes and misfortunes. A
new summary is produced every 2 months.

BRITISH COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (BCPA)
https://www.bcpa.org.uk/

The BCPA is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation, set up for the purpose of promoting skydiving at a
collegiate level with the aim to provide a community where several hundred university skydivers (from
over 30 affiliated university clubs) can find like-minded people - with whom they can jump, compete and
most importantly socialise!
One of the difficulties facing university skydiving clubs, is retaining new members during the inevitable
bad weather months at the start of the academic year. One way to combat this is to build a strong social
side to the sport - so during the year, the BCPA runs half a dozen boogie-style events at drop-zones
around the UK, in addition to tunnel meets and a highly acclaimed Easter foreign trip.
The BCPA co-ordinates annual inter-university leagues to allow clubs to compete against each other
both in competition (3-way, freefly and accuracy) as well as club achievements (such as obtaining Cat-8
or FS1). This culminates in an awards ceremony at the BCPA Nationals in the summer.
My thanks to Catherine Diffey, Chair of the BCPA for the following reports:

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN SKYDIVING: BCPA YEAR REVIEW
It’s that time of year again at the British Collegiate Parachute Association (BCPA) where the new
committee are busily working away planning the year ahead, so now is the perfect time to look back at
the successful year we have had. For those of you who don’t know, the BCPA is a non-profit
organisation that hosts events and competitions for over 20 university skydiving clubs all over the UK,
providing benefits such as advice and discounted wind tunnel time for our members.
This year, we travelled to Langar, Dunkeswell, Peterlee and even sunny San Diego for both student and
experienced jumping. We also had our annual trip to Bodyflight Bedford for some wind tunnel training
and competitions.
Perhaps one of our most anticipated events of the year was the foreign tour to Skydive San Diego in
April, where we were kindly joined by BCPA Alumnus, James Lee.
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Many of the students who went out there made some incredible achievements including Laura Stewart
(University of Plymouth) and Mike Nicholas (University of Birmingham) who completed their entire
Accelerated Freefall (AFF) course and became licenced skydivers! Some even managed to make almost
50 jumps during the nine day trip.
For our final event of the academic year in June, SkydiveBuzz Dunkeswell took us on for five day long
boogie event.

Despite an unlucky start to the event with the weather, we managed two days of jumping with multiple
FS big-way groups, plenty of coaching and student progression. We also held our AGM and the winners
for the year were announced.
Congratulations to the University of Nottingham Skydiving Club, who won the achievements league
for the year, as well as the University of Portsmouth Skydiving Club, who were named ‘most
improved club’ after achieving so much in just their first year of running.
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Well done to the University of Southampton Skydiving Club, who won the competitions league and
the Indoor Skydiving Championships.

University of Southampton Skydiving Club

After an excellent finish to the year, we are excited to announce that we have already been securing lots
of different dropzones for our events this year.
First up, we’ll see you at BCPA Freshers on from the 22nd to 24th of November, with the location to be
announced on our Facebook page at the end of August!
https://www.facebook.com/BCPASkydiving/
We’d also like to take this opportunity to welcome our new committee and shadow committee for the
2019/2020 academic year.

Chair: Catherine Diffey
Vice Chair: Amber Padfield
Events Coordinator: Karolina Zatorksa
Club Liaison: Chris Chittock
Tour Organiser: Jack Bradford
Shadow Chair: Lizzie Attwood
Shadow Committee: Hayley Jones and Charlie Thacker
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If you are a university student skydiver who wants to get involved with the BCPA, either by affiliating your
current club or even starting your own, we would love to have you on board! Please email
club@bcpa.org.uk and we will do our best to assist you.

CURRENT UNIVERSITY SKYDIVING CLUBS IN THE UK
Bath - su-skydiving@bath.ac.uk

Birmingham - skydiving@guild.bham.ac.uk

Bristol - committee@skydivebristol.com

Bournemouth - bufreefallclub@gmail.com

Cardiff - cardiffskydivingsociety@gmail.com

Dundee - skydiving@dundee.ac.uk

Durham - freefall.club@durham.ac.uk

Edinburgh - clubsu39@ed.ac.uk

Glasgow - secretary-skydiving@gusa.gla.ac.uk

Imperial College London - skydive@imperial.ac.uk

Leeds - leedsskydivers@gmail.com

Liverpool - uolskydivers@gmail.com

London - luskydiving@gmail.com

Loughborough - lufbraskydive@hotmail.com

Manchester - muskydiveclub@gmail.com

Newcastle - nupc@ncl.ac.uk

Nottingham - team@uonskydiving.co.uk

Plymouth - plymuniskydiving@gmail.com

Portsmouth - skydive@upsu.net

Southampton - skydive@soton.ac.uk

Strathclyde - strathclydeskydiving@gmail.com

UWE - skydiveuwebristol@gmail.com

Queens Uni Belfast - skydiving@qub.ac.uk

York - skydiving@yusu.org
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying competitions within
the UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at international competitions
organised under the auspices of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI).
VFR navigation skills developed during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly
forgotten as reliance is placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236
New members, flying and non-flying are always welcome. Contact http://www.precisionflying.co.uk for
further information.

NEWS
The 24th FAI World Precision Fying Championships took place in Castelleon in Spain (10 th-16th June)
with 52 competitors. Teams, all flying as individuals, came from within Europe with no contenders from
South Africa, Asia or the USA.
My thanks to Paul Smiddy for his report
Team GB comprised Chris Barnes flying a C150 (30th), Rodney Blois flying a C172 (44 th), Paul Smiddy
flying a Glastar (46th) and John Marsh flying a C150 (50th)
We had all previously visited this coastal Spanish airfield for a World Rally Championship some years
back. The first hurdle was of course to get there. For the three of us without oxygen crossing the
Pyrenees proved very “interesting”. Cloud cover meant we were up at 14,000 feet for a while, and
vertical waves would have gladdened the heart of many a glider pilot! Nonetheless we all assembled at
Castellon within 24 hours of each other.

Castelleon Airfield (Photo: Allan Weibel Hansen)
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This airfield has the great benefit of being 2 minutes’ walk from the beach, and 5 minutes’ walk from the
(cheap) hotel, block booked by the organisers (hence the timing of the event before the main holiday
peak). Nothing like sitting at the pool or the beach bar beer in hand, watching your fellow competitors
flying overhead.
The disadvantages were that the airfield is shared with an extremely active parachuting club, and they
showed no inclination to lessen their activities for the mere presence of a world championship on their
doorstep. The CAA would have been having kittens! Also the condition of the runways, taxiways and
parking had deteriorated a lot since our last visit. Your correspondent’s rather expensive recent propeller
overhaul turned out to have been a waste of money!
Once official practice days finished, the competition started with the landings. An absence of a team
manager with video camera, cost us the ability to review and protest our results, and scores were less
than brilliant.

Photos: Allan Weibel Hansen

Although Castellon is on the coast, mountains rise to more than 2,000 ft within a mile or two inland. And
beyond that 5,000’ spot heights are common. The organisers made full use of this challenging terrain
when planning their nav routes.
For the first round they sent us off after a rather broad-brush met brief. Your correspondent chickened
out when, travelling down a valley with cloud-covered 4,000’ ridges on either side, he looked up to see a
wall of cloud ahead. Fortunately the organisers later cancelled that nav; it turned out the jury members
(who always fly the route before the first competitor) had advocated cancellation on their return.
Navs 2 & 3 were successfully concluded by all. The last involved a track straight over a 5,000’ peak (with
a dozen or so observers in the know at the summit), followed by a plunge 2-3,000’ into a valley.
Challenging indeed! Particularly for the majority of competitors flying weedy C152s.
When the results were announced, it was clear that GB had not ‘troubled the scorers’ in any meaningful
sense. Clear winners were the Polish team (with all three podium places for individuals). However the
French had a strong consolation prize due to Adele Schramm who had come 7th overall, and won both
the low-houred pilot (<500 hours), and the Ladies Prize.
The prize-giving goody bag included a dose of norovirus for some – which made the return flight home
rather interesting – but that’s another story!
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http://formulaairracing.com
FARA (The Formula Air Racing Association) is the recognised official governing body and sanctioning
authority for Formula Air Racing disciplines. It is the governing body in the UK for the sport known as
formula one air racing and, in cooperation with the American IF1 and French APAF associations it
sanctions those air races around the world in the official Air Race 1 World Cup series. FARA is also the
international sanctioning body for the new electric air racing formula, Air Race E.

FIRST TEAMS SIGNED UP FOR AIRRACE E
Air Race E and Airbus, the Official Founding Partner of the series, revealed the first four teams to enter
the race at the recent Paris Air Show for the inaugural race scheduled for 2020, with a formal bidding
process underway to host the event being confirmed in December this year. Air Race E offers the
opportunity for teams from around the world to play a part in creating aviation history and contribute to
finding a solution to cutting carbon emissions from air travel.
This year the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) launched jointly with AirRace E and the Light Aircraft
Association (LAA) an International Light Aircraft Design Competition to design an electric powered
racer which is open to anyone. The inaugural race next year will be the first in a series of international
electric air racing competitions aimed at promoting cleaner, faster and more advanced electric engines.
Each race will see eight electric airplanes race directly against each other on a tight 5km circuit,
just 10m above the ground, with pilots experiencing heavy G-forces in high-pressure turns around an
oval circuit with seven other planes trying to overtake. The first pilot who crosses the finish line will be
crowned the winner.

The LAA has committed its support in developing the technical regulations and providing design
oversight for the sport, soon to be sanctioned by the Formula Air Racing Association (FARA) and its
counter-part in France, the Association des Pilotes D'Avions de Formules (APAF).
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These 4 teams are the first to be included in the team development phase which is aiming to enlist a
minimum of eight aircraft needed to carry out a race. Eventually 16 teams are expected to join the series.
2 teams are from the USA – Team AllWays Air Racing and Team Blue-BETA Racing; 1 team from the
Netherlands – Team NL and 1 team from the UK – Team Condor.
UK’s Team Condor is led by Martyn Wiserman, MD of Condor International Aviation based in Selby,
North Yorkshire. The electric aircraft is being adapted from an existing sport aircraft by the company
supported by Teesside and Hull Universities. Condor Aviation International is a company known for
designing, manufacturing and testing out-of-box solutions for aircraft. Martyn says “Air Race E is an
incredible opportunity to test technology to the limit while providing the most exciting form of aviation
possible. The idea of flying over 450 kph at 10 meters off the ground is sending goose bumps up our
spine. We can’t wait to start.”
Team “AllWays Air Racing” from California, USA, will be represented by team captain and the only
female pilot entered so far, Casey Erickson, an experienced Reno Air Race pilot in the bi-plane class
and past president of International Aerobatic Club Chapters 36 & 131. The team is already at a midway
point of building their own custom race airplane. Casey said, “it is thrilling to be on the cutting edge of
technology, and all that it entails, while doing our part to create a more environmentally friendly ecosystem to assist in leaving a cleaner planet for the future.”
“Team NL”from the Netherlands will be led by Rick Boerma representing a design team formed of
university students. The team will work on designing and building a new aircraft specifically for Air Race
E instead of converting an existing airframe. Rick said, “to design, build, test and fly a new aircraft for the
Air Race E next year is going to be a seriously difficult challenge, but one we are ready to take head on.
Time is ticking, but we are excited to get started.”
Team “Blue-BETA Racing” in 2018 put an eVTOL in the air and has designed and built the world’s
largest electric aircraft to have flown. Their team is a partnership between propulsion and control system
company BETA and the advanced composites company Blue Force Technologies. Kyle Clark, CEO and
chief test pilot of BETA Technologies, said, "We see the Air Race E series as a design accelerant that
will push the development of advanced concepts while showcasing the amazing engineers and thought
leaders working in this space."
The series is run by Air Race Events and led by world-leading air racing promoter Jeff Zaltman, the man
behind the globally successful Air Race 1 series (the gasoline-powered equivalent) and the organisers
are seeking support from industry partners, suppliers and those looking to support competing teams with
sponsorship or expertise. Open to any team with the necessary qualifications according to the rules of
the sport and the Formula Air Racing Association (FARA) will work closely with registered teams to
ensure competing pilots are certified to race as part of the future qualification process.
For more information:

https://airracee.com
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim of
ensuring that recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had
predominantly been the preserve of the better off.
Nearly seventy years later, the Association remains true to that ethos, demonstrating its commitment to
affordability with its Permit to Fly airworthiness regime, and with its work in advocacy ensuring that the
needs and freedoms of the recreational pilot are duly considered.

NEWS
International Rally Friday 30th August - Sunday 1st September 2019
at Sywell Aerodrome
Members and Non Members by AIR: £10 for all 3 days N.B. If flying in you will need to book a slot. One
landing fee of £10 covers admission for all on board for three days and camping by your aircraft.
PLEASE NOTE ANY FURTHER LANDINGS WILL BE CHARGED.
Members (LAA, BMAA and BRA members) by ROAD: £6 for all 3 days - INCLUDES AIRSIDE
ACCESS. Please bring your valid membership card with you.
Non Members by ROAD: £12 for all 3 days - DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRSIDE ACCESS
AIRSIDE ACCESS: Members: Free Non Members: £10 per day (Passes for sale at the LAA Tent) No
dogs are allowed airside
For more information: http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/2019/Rally

FAI YOUNG AVIATION ARTISTS (6-17yrs) COMPETITION 2019
The competition is open to anyone aged 6-17 in three age categories and all the details and rules are on
the Light Aircraft Association’s website. The competition is facilitated by the LAA and supported by Pilot
magazine, the Guild of Aviation Artists and the Royal Aero Club.
“My Dream to Fly” UK Winners




Junior: Alexey Parilov
Intermediate: Vaiva Parmionova
Senior: Sadly there were no senior entries at all this year.

The winners of the Junior and Intermediate groups won a flight in a light aircraft for their prizes! Alexey
and Vaiva both had the opportunity to take the controls of a Piper Warrior under the instruction of Ian
Underwood of Turweston’s Flying Club.
Copies of the winning entries will also be on display at the Guild of Aviation Artists’ Exhibition in the Mall
in July as the original entries were sent to Lausanne for the International FAI’s competition and made it
to the finals.
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Alexey coming in to land!

FAI YOUNG AVIATION ARTISTS (6-17yrs) COMPETITION 2020
The LAA are pleased to be able to announce the title, “Flying Yesterday and Tomorrow”, for the
2019/20 FAI Aviation Art Contest for 6-17 year olds which leaves plenty of room for the
imagination!
UK entries can be submitted until 31st January 2020 and in the meantime the LAA will be at the
Shuttleworth Airshows and the Light Aircraft Association Rally at Sywell at the end of August
where they set up tables with art equipment for young people to try their hand and enjoy.
UK entries must be received by the Light Aircraft Association, Turweston, Northamptonshire,
NN13 5YD by 31st January 2020 and sent with a Certificate of Authenticity. TheCertificate should
be worded as follows: "I/We certify that this is the original and unassisted work of (name of
entrant)". We certify that (name of entrant) is a United Kingdom resident.” Certificates are to be
signed by the entrant's parent, teacher, or other suitable person.
They will be judged by representatives from the LAA, Guild of Aviation Artists and Royal Aero
Club. Three entries in each category will be selected to be sent to Lausanne for the international
competition in April 2020. Once received by FAI entries will become and remain the property of
FAI, who may use them for a variety of purposes. Artists should to make good quality colour
copies of their pictures before sending the entries to the LAA.
For more information contact Anne Hughes (Aviation Art co-ordinator) struts@laa.uk.com
Details are also available here: http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/art.html

FOR LAA FRIENDLY AIRFIELDS
CHECKOUT http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Airfields/airfield_listing.html
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NEW TO FLYING ABROAD?
For LAA Members Martin Ferid is there to help. He specialises in helping qualified pilots expand
their flying horizons, boost their confidence, improve flying skills and experience flying in
Europe either as day trips of for longer jaunts.
You can be added to the fly-outs list or can contact him to develop your flying adventure skills
lightaircrafttraining@yahoo.com
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Youth & Education Support (YES)
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and more
commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire
young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation.
Checkout the Youth section in this Newsletter to see the latest YES news

MEET THE LAA

STRUTTS IS 50
Our congratulations, and a very happy half century birthday, to Strutts. Established on 4 th July 1969 in
the King and Queen pub in Brighton by a group of the PFA brought together by David Faulkner-Bryant to
bring together local self builders and enthusiasts.

LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to attend and
meetings are an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying, training or simply wanting
to be involved in the local aviation scene.
STRUT’s arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold monthly
meetings and maybe an interesting aviation related talk. Meetings are an excellent source of advice and
help whether building, buying, training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene and
are dotted around the UK
Checkout
the
LAA
website
for
details
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html

of

your

local

STRUT
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (“The 3Rs”) is mandated to oversee British
handicap air racing, British and World aviation records and formal air rallies.
THE 2019 SEASON SO FAR

2019 pilots

The air race weekend at Sherburn in Elmet provided the opportunity to finally present the Gaelic Hunter
Trophy to Emma Taylor, Champion Navigator for 2018.
Chairman Tim Wassell’s reports on the Haverfordwest and Sherburn in Elmet air race weekends:
Haverfordwest: The weekend of the 25th & 26th May saw the 3R’s once again return to the popular
Withybush Airport [Ed. otherwise known as Haverfordwest Airport or Maes Awyr Hwlffordd] in
picturesque Pembrokeshire saw the third and fourth rounds of the British Air Racing Championship.
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A slightly better entry than last time out was quickly depleted when two aircraft withdrew at the eleventh
hour. Nevertheless nine planes did make the start in both races, made up of ever popular RV’s and
more tradition aircraft.
Making his debut this weekend was new boy, or should I say old boy, Bill Tollett (Bill is one of our more
senior members if you know what I mean), in his 1950’s vintage C180, the very same aircraft once
owned by the late Johnnie Spiller, winner of the Kings Cup and still proudly displaying race number 64.
15:30 on Saturday saw the flag drop for the start of the Airborne Trophy. An hour later and 4 laps of
intense flying current race champion Simon Tilling with navigator Guy Hook in the S.A. Bulldog are first
across the line by comfortable margin. Runner up was once again our ‘Mr Consistent’ Jon Willis with
navigator ‘G’. The RV8 of Matt ‘Maverick’ Summers and Sean ‘Goose’ Roberson take third place. But
wait, hold the front page! Simon busts his speed and with Rule 9 applied is demoted to second place.
Navigator Guy is not looking quite so smug now. That’s racing boys, better luck next time.
1st: John Willis

2nd: Simon Tilling & Guy Hook

3rd: Matt Summers & Sean Roberson

Less than 24 hours later the same crews are lining up for a slightly delayed start on Haverford’s runway
27. Pembrokeshire countryside is guaranteed but Welsh weather is not! This time it’s the Gower Cup
historically flown at Swansea but more recently here at Withybush. After another 4 laps flown over
Pembrokeshire a close finish sees new boy Bill Tollett, now seriously with the bit between his teeth, first
over the line, possibly down to his ace navigator, but that’s only my personal opinion! However elation
quickly turns to disappointment when Bill learns his over enthusiasm has led to a cut turn, nevertheless
Bill is still credited with fifth place, a great result on his debut weekend.
The real winners are now Jon Willis and ‘G’ [Ed Gurcharan Bhoday] in G-TNGO. Maverick and Goose
get runner up and a return to form Dave Moorman picks up a welcome third place.
1st: John Willis & Gurcharan Bhoday

2nd: Matt Summers & Sean Roberson

3rd: Dave Moorman

David Llewelin presenting the winners trophies for the Gower Cup

Two great races enjoyed by all with the possible exception of Simon who later learnt that he had cut two
turns, bad luck mate. Just glad it wasn’t me flying home with him last night!
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So there you have it, Haverfordwest a great weekend. Our thanks to Pembrokeshire Council and the
management and staff at the airport who all contributed to a successful event. Finally a big thank you to
our own Bob Ellis, ex Vulcan pilot, ex Hawk pilot, ex VC10 pilot and thoroughly good egg who liaised
with the airport in order to ensure everything ran smoothly. It did.
Sherburn Sunshine Again. A weekend (29th-30th June) of glorious weather and scorching temperatures
(especially on Saturday when engines were edging into the red.
Richard Maxted, together with his band of volunteers and the Sherburn Aero Club always host an
excellent and efficient weekend of aero sport and this year once again everything ran with military
precision.

3Rs Chairman Tim Wassell & Race Officials (photo: Chris Hall)

Saturday saw the 3R’s run the Ginger Lacey Trophy, named after the famous Battle of Britain ace
whose name is synonymous with Yorkshire and Sherburn.
A revised course over a rather flat Yorkshire countryside was run in a somewhat unique hexagonal
pattern over 4 laps totalling just under 100 miles.
British Air Racing Champion Simon Tilling partnered with Champion Navigator Emma Taylor in Bulldog
Race 1 stormed across the line by a country mile. This time out unlike Haverfordwest Simon didn’t cut a
turn, all down to Emma’s excellent guidance no doubt. Second place was a much closer affair with eight
aircraft crossing the line in just 20 seconds. Somewhat surprisingly Cliff Hawkins (200) this time
choosing to race his RV scored his best result in a decade heading the pack over the finish. Veteran
Dan Pangbourne (8) completed the top three slots. Andrew Friday, struggling to make up sufficient
distance eventually reached the finish in his new RV, no doubt the handicapper had been a little harsh!
1st: Simon Tilling & Emma Taylor

2nd: Cliff Hawkins

3rd: Dan Pangbourne

Next day it’s an early start, this time with the Merlin Trophy up for grabs. Tilling was desperate to get
the ‘pot’ on his mantelpiece and once again achieved a commanding victory with navigator Emma
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egging him on all the way. Cliff Hawkins repeats his performance from the previous day to become first
of the losers (that’s two second places Cliff. What’s going on?) and Dave Moorman (22) in the CAP10
taking a creditable third place. So what of the rest? Well ‘Mr Consistent’ Jon Willis (23) was actually Mr
Consistently bad having missed the scatter, Gordon Bellerby (82) racing for the first time this year
together with Mrs B in their ‘tractor’ had a disappointing weekend. Eric Anderson (69) and Matt
Summers (26) didn’t repeat recent successes. Newbie Bill Tollett (64) achieved a great fifth place on
Saturday but didn’t shine in the second race, probably let down by an underperforming navigator,
mentioning no names!
1st: Simon Tilling & Emma Taylor

2nd: Cliff Hawkins

3rd: Dave Moorman

Sherburn winners: (L-R) Dan Pangbourne, Cliff Hawkins, Simon Tilling, Emma Taylor, Dave Moorman

So there you have it another superb weekend up in God’s county. Thanks once again to Richard and
the SAC and not forgetting my pal Sherburn Aero Club Chairman Adrian White who presented the
silverware.

DATES ON THE 3RS CALENDAR:
24/25 August Leicester 30 Aug
1 September 3Rs stand at the LAA Rally, Sywell Aerodrome, Northamptonshire
21/22 September Alderney
23 November AGM & Awards Dinner
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MEMBER PROFILE: ANNE HUGHES
Chair of Vintage Aircraft Club and LAA Aviation Art co-ordinator
Mum and Dad both worked at Harrods, Knightsbridge, during the London Blitz in 1940/41. Mum said the
bus took a different route every day to avoid the bomb craters and when the sirens went off the Harrods
employees would rush down to the basement until the all clear. In 1944 my mother’s brother, a navigator
with 627 Squadron’s Pathfinders, was shot down and killed in his Mosquito over France just before DDay.

Uncle John Hewson (my hero)

Why am I starting my story here? My immediate family, traumatised by their wartime experiences, only
viewed aircraft as tools of war bringing pain and fear. We didn’t talk about aeroplanes – ever!

Family in the 1950's in Pinner

However, when I was three my nana took me by the hand to see my uncle’s bedroom, kept for many
years just as he’d left it. That moment has never left my memory. From the ceiling hung beautiful models
of aircraft and that was when the aviation bug bit me!
A few years later a neighbour took me to Farnborough Air Show. The brochure with the photo of the Red
Arrows taken during their breath-taking display in their red Gnats stayed under my pillow and is still
among my treasures.
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At the time I was considering a career, I investigated joining the RAF but, on hearing that there were no
women pilots, I decided there must be another way to get up in the air! I flirted briefly with journalism and
then qualified as a secondary teacher specialising in teaching children with special educational needs.
The East End of London was a challenging starting point and organising school visits to Youth Hostels in
the wilds of North Yorkshire led to another adventure for me. With my husband I ran Westerdale Hall
Youth Hostel, a gothic Victorian shooting lodge on the North Yorkshire Moors, for over twelve years.
Frequent and sudden aerial visits were made by the RAF who used our tower as a reference point and
Bulldog trainers would often practice aerobatics nearby. For me the dream to fly was always there but I
had no idea how it could be fulfilled!
After leaving the YHA, I took a post as a Field Officer for the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme, and an
opportunity arose for a flight. I arrived at Teesside Airport and was introduced to a Beagle Pup aircraft.
I went for my very first flight and, within a year, redundancy money had been spent on my PPL under the
expert tuition of Ken Large.

Anne’s First Solo, 1984

For the next five years the world of aviation became a way of life with holidays flying around the UK,
visits to Air Shows and PFA Rallies and an unforgettable visit to Oshkosh. However, sadly the time
came when, for financial reasons, the aircraft was sold and it became apparent that flying for fun on a
teacher’s salary was just out of reach. Many of you will know how painful that particular parting of the
ways can be.
Years later I decided to see if I could track down that Beagle Pup.
After a long search I found her at Vintage Fabrics, Audley End, under restoration. At
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G-AXUA Beagle Pup - first ever flight aircraft

the same time an opportunity arose for me to become a research volunteer at IWM Duxford. Another
door had opened! I had access to 78th Fighter Group records and produced articles and blogs for
Duxford’s Interpretation Department. I later worked, and am still working, with the American Air Museum
website.

Anne at Clewiston Airfield, Florida - 5BFTS

Work with the records of No 5 British Flying Training School in Florida in WW2 led to an unforgettable
visit to the airfield at Clewiston and an opportunity to meet RAF veterans and members of the 5BFTS
Association.
While at Duxford I was asked to be editor of Beagle News for the Beagle Pup and Bulldog Club.
Researching for articles for the magazine led to many interesting conversations and opportunities.
In a shed in Berkshire was a very special Beagle Pup, the first prototype 001 G-AVDF.
Having visited David Collings, the owner, with a view to writing about this unique aircraft, it became
apparent that David’s dream was that DF should undergo a restoration programme to return to flight.
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G-AVDF - our Pup Prototype project

David had rescued DF from the back of a hangar at Brooklands 25 years ago but had been unable to go
forward with the project. With Steve Slater, who had introduced me to the delights of flying in the J3 Cub
and the world of the Vintage Aircraft Club, I re-visited David and the wheels of the project started turning.
DF was soon to be seen trundling up to Turweston on the back of a trailer and ready to be restored on
the LAA Permit to Fly.

G-ASPS with Steve Slater

Being involved on the project for four years has been a huge privilege and an incredible learning
experience and we are now teetering on the edge of seeing David’s dream fulfilled. During the project I
have also found time to work on various projects with the LAA next door, first in helping put together a
members’ archive and then in being a regular contributor to the LAA magazine involved with local LAA
Struts.
It has been a real pleasure to set up the UK’s Aviation Art Contest for young people, facilitated by the
LAA for the FAI, now in its third year. At various Air Shows, along with the help of a GAvA artist,
watching children become totally absorbed in drawing aircraft has been an eye-opener for many of us
and a complete joy to see those budding young artists use their imagination.
During the last three years I have been honoured to be voted on to the Vintage Aircraft Club committee,
first as events co-ordinator and now as the first lady Chair! There is a wonderful diversity of aircraft
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owned by club members and flown into our events and the membership consists of inspiring and
dedicated owners, pilots and enthusiasts with whom it is a delight to spend time. An account of our
events appears regularly within these pages!

In the House of Lords- LAA Aviation Art for Air League

Over the last few years I have met the most amazing aviators and volunteers through my work at
Duxford, with the LAA and the VAC and more recently as a Freeman of the Honourable Company of Air
Pilots. We can be proud of the achievements of many, paid and unpaid, who bring the fun of flying to us
all.

A Freeman of the Honourable Company of Air Pilots
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Looking back on my life, all I can say is that if you have those aeroplane genes they will win in the end!

Filming for Channel 5
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UK & EASA AVIATION REGULATIONS
UK
CAA RELAXES RULES AROUND SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSIONS FROM EC
DEVICES
The CAA will be relaxing the rules around simultaneous transmissions from EC devices that meet CAP
1391 requirements and will initially cover Permit to Fly aircraft equipped and operating with Mode A/C
and non-ADS-B compatible Mode S transponders. Plans to extend this freedom to all Mode S
transponders that cannot readily be made compatible with ADS-B, as a result of the new CS STAN
changes are progressing.
As a Pilot in Command (PIC) you need to ensure if using an Electronic Conspicuity device that operates
using ADS-B at 1090MHz there is a valid declaration for the device.
The CAA will publish details for aircraft owners on how they can take advantage of the change in the
coming weeks https://www.caa.co.uk/Our-Work/Publications/Publications/
BMAA TO ISSUE INITIAL PERMIT TO FLY CERTIFICATES
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) will soon be able to issue licences to newly qualified
pilots under an agreement reached with the UK CAA and becomes the first organisation to benefit from
such an arrangement. Until now, the BMAA had helped process licensing applications on behalf of the
CAA, but the regulator, as the licensing authority, would still issue the physical licence to the applicant.
Under the new agreement, however, the BMAA will handle the entire application process for an initial
National Private Pilot Licences (NPPL) - with a microlight class rating - including issuing the physical
licence.
Applications for a microlight class rating from an existing NPPL holder will still be part-processed by the
BMAA, with the CAA issuing the physical licence.

WHAT MEDICAL CERTIFICATE DO I NEED?
Private Pilot
http://www.caa.co.uk/General-Aviation/Pilot-licences/Medical-requirements/Medical-requirements-forprivate-pilots/
See EASA below for new updates for medical requirements

WHEELED PARAMOTORS AND SELF-PROPELLED HANG-GLIDERS
An exemption to the Air Navigation Order (ANO) 2016 has been issued to allow foot-launched selfpropelled paragliders (more commonly known as paramotors) or self-propelled hang-gliders to be fitted
with devices to support weight during take-off (e.g. wheels), with no change to the applicable regulatory
requirements.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=detail&id=8
271&filter=2
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GA CHANGE PROGRAMME
Much of the CAA’s work to make regulation of recreational GA more proportionate is being undertaken
through the GA change programme that ensures they stick to their top level principles for better GA
regulation. These are:






Only regulate directly when necessary and do so proportionately
Deregulate where possible
Delegate where appropriate
Do not gold-plate, and quickly and efficiently remove gold-plating that already exists
Help create a vibrant and dynamic GA sector in the UK

Since the GA Change Programme was initiated in 2015, over 60 projects have been completed covering
a wide range of topics: National, EU and International, Airspace and Governance and Finance.
See the quarterly updates for GA Change Programme here http://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/GAProgramme/GA-change-programme/
The CAA’s General Aviation Strategy 2018-2023 can be read at
http://www.caa.co.uk/uploadedFiles/CAA/Content/Promo/CAA%20GA%20Strategy%20NEW%20.3.pdf

NEW RULES SET CAME INTO FORCE APRIL 8 TH 2019
FOR ALL EASA BALLOON OPERATIONS
All balloon operations on EASA balloons, commercial or private are regulated by this new rule book.
(Note: Annex I balloons are covered under the provisions of the Air Navigation Order (ANO) 2016
A group of ballooning experts are currently working on Balloon FCL (including influencing medical
requirements). The Balloon Regulation will therefore subsequently be amended to incorporate rules for
Balloon FCL, but it is not expected to incorporate Balloon Airworthiness requirements, which are already
established within Part-M / Part-ML.
The Balloon Rule Book (2018/395) encompasses all operations of balloons, including private
ballooning. Therefore, all balloon pilots and operators will need to become familiar with the new
regulation and will need to undertake, whatever is required, to fully comply with the rules.
You may need to contact the CAA direct as the link to the declaration does not allow downloading!
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=list&type=se
arch&search=2018/395
EASA are also working on simpler and proportionate licensing rules for balloons. It is envisaged that
these ‘second chapters’ of the rulebooks will be published by the Commission in 2020.
Use
the
CA
website
to
search
for
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11

more

regulation

information

USING YOUR NATIONAL LICENCE TO FLY G-REG EASA AIRCRAFT IN THE UK
Pilots that hold a LAPL may continue to fly a UK registered aeroplane or Touring Motor Glider (TMG)
with an EASA Certificate of Airworthiness or EASA Permit to Fly under derogation ORS4 1309. This
derogation permits:
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The holder of a UK licence issued under the ANO currently in force to act as pilot of a UK registered
aeroplane or TMG with an EASA Certificate of Airworthiness or EASA Permit to Fly, within the exercise
of the privileges of a Part-FCL LAPL (even though that person does not hold a LAPL)
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/ORS4N01309.pdf

EUROPEAN (EASA) AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
EU REGULATIONS FOR UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
The EU regulations for Unmanned Aircraft were published in the Official Journal of the European Union
on the 11th June and the Implementing Regulation will become applicable on 1st July, 2020.
The CAA recently published CAP1789 which provides a detailed guide to the EU regulations
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1789%20EU%20UAS%20Regulations-Guidance.pdf
CAP1789 includes a paragraph specifically relating to model aircraft which states: “Additional provisions
are made within the regulation to cater for operations, including registration and remote pilot
competence, under the framework of model aircraft clubs or associations under a separate authorisation
that can be negotiated with, and issued by, the CAA”.
This is essentially what the BMFA have been arguing for!
HOWEVER, implementing significant changes to the ANO under UK law (mandating registration and
competence requirements) with effect from 30th November 2019, and which may then have to be
revised/amended with effect from the 1st July 2020 seems to be a wholly unnecessary complication says
Dave Phipps, BMFA CEO.

EASA regulations can be found at https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/general-aviation

GA Roadmap 2019 Update – Making GA Safer and Cheaper
Download here https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/general-publications/ga-roadmap-2019update-–-making-ga-safer-and-cheaper

ENROUTE INSTRUMENT REGULATIONS
Less than a handful of EIRs have been issued and are likely to be superseded by the Basic Instrument
Regulation (BIR) is introduced.
But take up may be less than expected UNLESS DTOs are allowed to do the training as well as ATOs
and the audiometry requirement for medicals is removed.
MODULAR LAPL
Will be optional but may provide a route from microlight to LAPL progression in the future.
IR(R)
EU Regulations have extended the powers of the UK CAA to issue the I(R) until April 2021.
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AEROBATIC RATINGS
Requirement for hours flown since licence issue has been reduced to 30 hours from 40.
EUROPEAN RULES ON DRONES
The Common European rules on drones, Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/945 &
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947, were published on 11th June to ensure drone
operations across Europe are safe and secure. The rules will amongst others help to protect the safety
and the privacy of EU citizens while enabling the free circulation of drones and a level playing field within
the European Union.
The common rules will help drone operators, whether professional or recreational, to have a clear
understanding of what is allowed or not. At the same time it enables them to operate across
borders. Once drone operators have received an authorisation in the state of registration, they are
allowed to freely circulate in the European Union. This means that they can operate their drones
seamlessly when travelling across the EU or when developing a business involving drones around
Europe.
New drones will have to be individually identifiable, allowing the authorities to trace a particular drone if
necessary. The rules cover each type of operation, from those not requiring prior authorisation, to
those involving certified aircraft and operators, as well as minimum remote pilot training requirements.
The new rules will replace existing national rules in EU Member States. EASA will soon publish
guidance material and a proposal for two "standard scenarios" to support drone operators to comply with
the adopted rules.
Towards the end of the year EASA will make a proposal to the European Commission for U-space
service regulation to enable complex drone operations with a high degree of automation.
EASA High Level Conference on Drones in Amsterdam on 05-06 December 2019 where Drone
experts will discuss scaling of drone operations across Europe & explore future drone market.
As of June 2020 operators of drones will need to register in the Member State where they have their
residence or their main place of business. The applicability will be gradual according to a timeline
that can be consulted on the EASA drone page.
https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/civil-drones-rpas

EASA NEW SAILPLANE OPERATIONS (PART SAO)
New regulations addressing only sailplane air operations have been published and took effect on 9th July
2019. This new Regulation establishes simpler, proportionate rules and reduces the regulatory burden
for glider pilots and also for glider operators.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/operations

EASA PUBLISHES CS-STAN ISSUE 3
The third edition of CS-STAN has a number of new interesting changes in order to facilitate modifications
of GA (General Aviation) aircraft. CS-STAN consists of standard changes and repairs which do not
require an additional approval from EASA. Certifying staff and maintenance organisations can use
these standard changes and repairs to perform e.g. avionic upgrades or usual repairs.
For
more
information
STAN%20Issue%203.pdf

download:

https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/CS87

UPDATE ON RECENT CHANGES TO THE MEDICAL REGULATIONS and
Acceptable Means of Compliance / Guidance Material (PartMED)

The main changes are regarding the requirements of Class 2 and LAPL medicals. For recreational and
sports flying these categories will be the most applicable ones.

The wording of MED.A.030(c) is new and in combination with an upcoming change Part-FCL
allows holders of e.g. a PPL(A) to exercise the privileges of LAPL(A) even when the class 2
medical has expired, as long as the LAPL(A) medical is still valid.
A PPL (A) holder will no longer be required to “downgrade” his or her air crew certificate to LAPL
(A), just because the medical certificate is on a lower level. This alleviation has already been
implemented in a number of countries.

MED.B.050(b) includes a new alleviation making it simpler for disabled persons to fly specially
modified/suitable aircraft. Where the functional use of the musculoskeletal system is satisfactory for
the safe exercise of the privileges in respect of a certain aircraft type, which may be demonstrated where
necessary through a medical flight or a simulator flight test, the applicant may be assessed as fit and
their privileges shall be limited accordingly.
This could significantly increase the access to flying for disabled individuals.

CHANGES FOR CLASS 2

GM1.MED.A.020 “Decrease in medical fitness”. Includes an overview of groups of medication and
alternative medicine, with their effects and side effects regarding safety.

AMC1 MED.A.025 “Obligations of the AeMC, AME, GMP and OHMP” (the doctors who are
allowed to perform aeromedical assessments). Informing aircrew regarding the implications of
incomplete, inaccurate or false statements on their medical history. This is an important issue for
pilots as inappropriate information can have extended consequences.

New AMC2 MED.B.010 relating to certain heart valve diseases and rhythm and conduction
disturbances. It also covers the issue of heart and heart/lung transplantation.

AMC2 MED.B.010 a newly introduced limitation ‘ORL’ (Operational Pilot Restriction Limitation)
allowing a pilot can either fly with a safety pilot, or without passengers. Extending the possibilities for
Class 2 and LAPL pilots, if they need a limitation for a medical condition.

New rules for the use of anticoagulants with an extension to the so called NOACs (Novel Oral
Anticoagulants).

AMC2 MED.B.015 lung examination

AMC2 MED.B.020 liver disease.

AMC2 MED.B.040 new criteria on tuberculosis and positive HIV.

AMC2 MED.B.050 covers abnormal musculoskeletal system, including obesity.

MED.B.055 “Mental health”. The associated AMC and GM for class 1, 2 and LAPL are also
merged as well as MED.B Psychiatry and Psychology.

AMC2 MED.B.065 criteria are added on migraine and disorders of the nervous system due to
vascular deficiencies, including stroke or transient ischaemic attack (TIA).

AMC2 MED.B.070 improved criteria for applicants with impaired visual acuity. The CAD test is
approved for colour vision testing.

AMC2 MED.B.080 criteria for fitness to fly with profound deafness or major disorder of speech,
with a SSL limitation (Special restrictions as Specified).

AMC2 MED.B.090 is amended to include criteria regarding chemotherapy or radiation
treatment
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There is also New Guidance Material to explain risk levels for incapacitation of pilots and clarifying
expressions in the Implementing Rules as “sufficient”, “functional”, “minor”, etc. in the context
of medical conditions and to replace or reintroduce the so called 1% rule, plus a proposal to harmonise
the secondary review procedure for pilots who were assessed as unfit.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR LAPL

AMC2 MED.B.095 anticoagulation therapy.

Criteria for automatic implantable defibrillators: applicants with this condition should be
assessed as unfit. Pacemakers: a fit assessment can be considered

Criteria added for morfological or functional testing.

Criteria for pilots with gastric ulcer, digestive and abdominal surgery or liver disease.

Diabetic pilots using insulin may be assessed as fit, under strict conditions. An ORL limitation
(with a safety pilot OR without passengers) will be imposed.

New criteria following renal transplantation.

New criteria for HIV and other (chronic) infections.

Additional clarifications are added on mental or behavioural disorder following the use of
psychoactive substances and on schizophrenia. New criteria and GM on functional psychotic
disorders, mood disorders and the psychological evaluation have been added.
Psychiatric
evaluations and reports may include reports from the applicant’s flight instructor.

New criteria on migraine and nervous disorder due to vascular deficiencies (e.g. stroke, TIA).
A medical flight test may be required.

New criteria regarding hearing aids and profound deafness or major disorder of speech. A fit
assessment is possible, with a SSL limitation.

New criteria on a history or clinical diagnosis of malignant tumour in the brain to clarify the
AMC/GM in order to help the AME or GMP to make decisions on a well-considered base tailored to air
sports.
For detailed information see
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/Annex%20I%20to%20ED%20Decision%202019002-R.pdf

TO REDUCE THE RISKS FOR ROTORCRAFT
In addition to the wide ranging actions in the Rotorcraft Roadmap, there are a number of EPAS actions
in progress that cover the different Safety Issues. Some of these have applicability to the whole
helicopter community and others relate only to specific operations and activities. In addition to the safety
actions, EASA and their safety partners in the Rotorcraft Committee and European Safety Promotion
Network – Rotorcraft work continually on both the analysis to identify the need for further actions and
also various safety promotion tasks.
Download the Rotorcraft Roadmap from
https://www.easa.europa.eu/search/Rotorcraft%20Safety%20Roadmap.pdf
Safety Promotion activities are also supported by the European Safety Promotion Network – Rotorcraft
(ESPN-R).
You can join in the discussion on the ESPN-R LinkedIn Group
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7453300/
EASA’s safety information “Sunny Swift” covers lots of topics. https://www.easa.europa.eu/newscategories/sunny-swift
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GA aviators can also keep up to date on European developments by subscribing (at no cost) to the
Europe Air Sports Newsletters delivered straight to your inbox via the Europe Air Sports website which
can be found at www.europe-air-sports.org
My thanks to European Air Sports Newsletter Editor Diana King for allowing précis of information
published from the EAS Newsletter. There is a wealth of information in their Newsletter and well worth
receiving issues of the EAS Newsletter direct to your inbox which is completely free of charge. Sign up
for the EAS Newsletter on the Europe Air Sports website at http://www.europe-air-sports.org
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IS YOUR AIRFIELD UNDER THREAT?
We will endeavour to keep you updated in subsequent RAeC Newsletters about threatened airfields and
how you can help to keep them open for the benefit of all aviators.
Do download the “All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation” Education Pack, contact your local
MP and add your voice to the campaign to keep your airfield open and thriving
www.generalaviationappg.uk and register for notification of GAAC news updates at
http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress/

SOME GOOD NEWS
MANSTON: has been sold to the Riveroaks Strategic Partners (RSP) which wants to reopen the airport
as an air freight hub with a GA centre. They have bought all the interests of Stone Hill Park Limited
(SHP) which wanted to turn the whole site into a housing, business and leisure estate and the new plan
is for a mixed use site with the cargo airport at the centre.
The Development Consent Order will proceed for planning purposes but this is a significant step towards
the refurbishment and re-opening of Manston as a fully operational airport.
SHOREHAM / BRIGHTON CITY AIRPORT: A 25 year lease has been purchased by Cyrrus Ltd, an
aviation consultancy.
My thanks to John Walker for his latest
Aerodrome
Andrewsfield

Bourn

Cambridge

Chalgrove

Deenethorpe

Dunsfold

Elvington

AERODROMES UPDATE
Current Status

Braintree, Colchester and Tendring Councils are jointly developing a Local Plan
for North-East Essex with an area including Andrewsfield aerodrome earmarked
for a garden community with ultimately 10,000 homes. The definitive Local Plan
is the subject of Public Examination with the Planning Inspector raising concerns
about the proposal which the Councils are addressing.
Site earmarked for some 3,500 homes in 2031 Local Plan adopted by South
Cambridgeshire District Council on 27 September 2018 after completion of all
planning procedures, including Public Examination. A planning application for
the development has been submitted.
Marshall Group will be vacating the aerodrome by 2030 and relocate to either of
Cranfield, Duxford or Wyton (see page 2). The Group has stated its intent to the
local authorities to put the site forward for development as part of the next Local
Plan from 2030.
After a reassessment, site included in South Oxfordshire District Council draft
2034 Local Plan submitted for public examination on 29 March 2019 for a 3,000
home development with a new runway for Martin-Baker Aircraft (MBA)
operations. Homes England (HE) the land owner has stated that they will use
their CPO powers if current negotiations about the development with MBA (their
tenant) who wish to protect and expand their operations, are unsuccessful.
Site accepted under the Government’s Garden Village scheme for development
with up to 1,500 homes which development is supported by the Brudenell Estate,
the site owner. After public consultations on a proposed site masterplan, East
Northamptonshire Council approved the plan on 15 October 2018 and a planning
application for the development is expected shortly.
Planning application for mixed use development with 1,800 homes on site
approved by Waverley Borough Council on 14 December 2016 but called in for a
Public Inquiry the result of which was Central Government approval for the
application on 29 March 2018. Protest groups appealed these decisions in the
High Court but the Court rejected these challenges on 5 November 2018.
York City Council definitive Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 25
May 2018 includes a development of up to 3,330 homes occupying the middle
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section of the runway.
Fairoaks
Surrey Heath Borough Council made a confidential, unsuccessful bid to establish
a Garden Village on site under Government scheme with planning application for
1,000 homes on site subsequently accepted as valid in October 2018. An
alternative scheme (“Fairoaks 2020”) that retains the aerodrome, originally put
forward by a local opposition group, has been included in proposals from Unity
Land LLP. Public consultation ended on 30 July 2018 on Council’s draft Local
Plan options document which states that for Chobham “Employment and Retail Sets out that development at Fairoaks Airport should be guided by a development
brief / masterplan.”
Halfpenny
Aerodrome sold to MCR Property Group an investment and development
Green
company focused on commercial and residential real estate. In September 2018
(Wolverhampton South Staffordshire Council approved a Site Allocation Document expanding on
Business
the previously adopted Core Strategy for their emerging Local Plan which states
Airport)
that the airport is allocated and protected for employment purposes. Public
consultation by MCR on proposal for construction of 112 homes on south-east
corner of site and aerodrome improvements including 3 new hangars, started on 7
March 2019.
Hullavington
The former RAF Hullavington aerodrome site has been sold to Dyson Ltd who
has renovated two existing Type D hangars as research centres. Latest outline
planning application by Dyson made to Wiltshire Council includes a site wide
masterplan extending the main runway with construction of a private hangar for
which works a full planning application has now been made.
Langar
Aerodrome currently occupied / operated by British Parachute Schools sold in
January 2019 to the owner of Nottingham City (Tollerton) aerodrome (see entry
on page 3).
Long Marston
Aerodrome is designated in Stratford-on-Avon Local Plan adopted Core Strategy
for housing and has Government Garden Village approval for which a planning
application has been submitted. Developer is Cala Homes in conjunction with site
owner. See entry for Wellesbourne Mountford on page 3.
Manston
Examination period into the application made by River Oak Strategic Partners
(who have now purchased the site) for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to
retain the aerodrome as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project ended on 9
July 2019.
The Planning Inspectorate now has three months to make a
recommendation on the application. Thanet District Council definitive 2031
Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 30 October 2018 with hearings
commencing on 2 April 2019 recognises the existing use of Manston as an airport
and provides for the DCO process to continue.
MoD Sites
The following MoD aerodrome sites are planned for disposal in the years
indicated:
Abingdon
Site earmarked for Garden Village style development with 1,200 homes in Vale of
Airfield
White Horse District Council definitive 2031 Local Plan Part 2 for which Public
2024/25
Examination hearings closed on 6 September 2018.
Consultation on Main
Dalton
Modifications to the plan ended on 1 April 2019 which reduces the development area to
Barracks
the south of the old runway 08/26.
2029
Alconbury
Major part of site already being developed with 5,000 homes.
2019
Brawdy
Cawdor Barracks. Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) have submitted site for
2030
mixed use development in Candidate Sites Register for the review of 2033 Local
Development Plan 2 by Pembrokeshire Council.
Colerne
Aerodrome sale was originally expected to be in 2018. Local business interest in
2025
maintaining the aerodrome for aviation purposes.
Dishforth
2031

Halton 2025

Henlow

Aerodrome site being disposed of but not included for development in the definitive
2035 Harrogate Borough Council Local Plan submitted for Public Examination with
hearings ending on 13 February 2019 but is expected to be considered during first
review of the adopted Plan.
Aylesbury Vale District Council’s definitive 2033 Local Plan does not include the
aerodrome site for any development. Public Examination hearings of the Plan ended on
20 July 2018.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE. Site
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2023

earmarked for mixed use / specialist employment development in Central Bedfordshire
Council draft 2035 Local Plan Part 2 submitted for Public Examination on 30 April
2018 with public hearings starting on 21 May 2019.
Mildenhall
Forest Heath District Council Vision & Prospectus document for the site retains the
2024
aviation facilities including the runway.
Linton-onUnder the Services out sourcing agreement with Ascent, basic fixed wing flying
Ouse 2020
training will be conducted at RAF Valley in Anglesey rendering Linton-on-Ouse
surplus to MoD requirements.
North
DIO / Rutland County Council public consultation on Garden Village proposal for site
Luffenham
ended on 15 June 2018. Further public consultation to include proposed development in
2022
emerging 2036 Local Plan ended on 24 September 2018. Project accepted under Garden
Communities programme
Scampton
The resident Red Arrows display team are due to relocate to either of RAF Leeming,
2022
RAF Waddington or RAF Wittering.
Spitalgate
Prince William of Gloucester Barracks. Future of the site being progressed by a
2024
partnership between the DIO and HE. Site earmarked for residential allocation in South
Kesteven District Council definitive 2036 Local Plan document submitted for public
examination on 15 January 2019 with hearings ending on 31 May 2019.
Swanton
Robertson Barracks. There is no reference to the closure of the Barracks in the
Morley
definitive Breckland Council 2036 Local Plan subject to Public Examination hearings
2031
which ended on 20 September 2018.
Tern Hill
Clive Barracks. Shropshire Council considering a 750 home mixed use development of
2025
the barracks site leaving the airfield intact.
Wethersfield Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE with a
2025
new prison and housing being considered.
Wyton 2019 Aerodrome being sold off – DIO has a Land Sales Delivery Partnership Agreement with
property developer Crest Nicholson and proposed a 4,500 home development on site.
Site deleted from Huntingdonshire District Council definitive 2036 Local Plan for
mixed use development including housing. Marshall Group is considering relocating
from Cambridge (see page 1) to the site.
North Denes
The aerodrome with two grass runways is for sale having been disused since 2015 on
(Yarmouth
the cessation of North Sea helicopter operations.
Heliport)
Nottingham
With the support of the land owner, site earmarked for up to 4,000 homes in Local
City
Plan Core Strategy adopted by Rushcliffe Borough Council.
(Tollerton)
Old Sarum
Site owner’s planning application for housing development and 10 additional hangars
amongst other work, objected to by various parties as being detrimental to the site’s
heritage and potentially limiting use of the aerodrome. Appeal made by owner to the
Planning Inspectorate for non-determination of the application by Wiltshire Council
with public inquiry hearings held in October 2018 and February 2019. The Council
rejected the planning application after the appeal was made. The appeal decision is
now expected on or before 26 July 2019.
Panshanger
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council definitive Local Plan provides for a realigned
grass runway to the north of previous runway 11/29. Definitive Local Plan subject to
Public Examination with specific hearings on the aerodrome taking place on 20
February and 27 June 2018. An outline planning application to re-open the
aerodrome has been submitted and another party has submitted two separate
applications to establish a replacement aerodrome at either Hatfield or Cromer Hyde.
Peterborough /
Sibson

Plymouth

Huntingdonshire District Council submitted an unsuccessful bid for a 2,500 home
Garden Village on site. The Council subsequently withdrew their support for the
proposal but the site is still listed in the Council’s Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment.
FlyPlymouth, a local social enterprise aerodrome support group, plans to reopen the
aerodrome and start regional airline services. Sutton Harbour Group, the site lease
holder, have proposed a mixed use development although the adopted Plymouth City
/ South-West Devon Joint Local Plan retains the site for aviation use at least until the
first 5-year review of the adopted Plan.
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Redhill

Retford
(Gamston)
Wellesbourne
Mountford

Wycombe Air
Park

Tandridge District Council public consultation on four potential Garden Village sites
including Redhill ended on 9 October 2017. The definitive 2033 Local Plan
submitted for Public Examination on 18 January 2019 has ruled out the site for a
Garden Village and allocated it protected status as an Important Employment Site.
The current draft Tandridge Local Plan earmarks the aerodrome for employment
purposes and notes that the site is within the Green Belt with a high risk of surface
water flooding. Part of the site is within the boundary of Reigate and Banstead
Borough Council whose Local Plan proposal to safeguard the site for housing has
been rejected by the Planning Inspector examining the plan.
Earmarked for a Garden Village with ultimately 2,500 dwellings in initial draft 2035
Strategic Plan issued by Bassetlaw District Council for public consultation which
ended on 10 March 2019.
Gladman Developments with the site owner have proposed a 1,600 home
development on the site although the Stratford-on-Avon District Council Local Plan
adopted Core Strategy has earmarked Long Marston aerodrome (see page 1) as a
preferred housing development site. A Core Strategy stated policy is to “Retain and
support the enhancement of the established flying functions and aviation related
facilities at Wellesbourne Airfield”. Tenants notified that flying activities would
cease in December 2016 but deferred pending tenant’s legal action to obtain new
leases. The Court judgement handed down on 25 June 2018 ruled against the tenants
who appealed the decision which appeal was dismissed by the High Court on 25
March 2019. The Council have rescinded the owner’s permitted development rights
and have initiated negotiations for an agreed purchase of the site whilst also taking
CPO action to acquire the site. £1.125 million has been set aside in the Council’s
2019 / 2020 budget to fund the CPO action.
Site lease holder (Helicopter Aircraft Holdings Ltd) has agreed new leases with the
land owner, Wycombe District Council. Definitive Local Plan submitted for Public
Examination provides for an industrial / warehousing complex on south-eastern part
of the site resulting in loss of a runway and relocation of gliding activities. Public
Examination hearings started on 16 July 2018 and ended on 26 September 2018.
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) was founded in 1866 with the objectives “for the advancement of
Aerial Navigation and for Observations in Aerology connected therewith”.
Major conferences, lectures and events are held at the RAeS headquarters in central London at 4
Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ with lectures and conferences normally open to interested nonmembers. The RAeS also encompasses a variety of special interest groups and local branches in the
UK, and overseas, who too organise programmes of lectures and events.

NEWS
INTERNATIONAL LIGHT AIRCRAFT DESIGN COMPETITION
There is still time to enter the International Light Aircraft Design Competition to design an electric
powered racer. Entries which are open to anyone must be submitted by midnight London time on 30
September 2019 and the winner will be announced on 18th November at the RAeS GA Design
Conference. The competition is a joint collaboration with the RAeS, AirRace E and the LAA.
https://www.aerosociety.com/media/10518/raes-light-aircraft-design-competition-2018-2019-rules.pdf
THE RAeS GENERAL AVIATION GROUP
The RAeS General Aviation Group (GAG) is concerned with the technical development of general
aviation aircraft including aeroplanes, gliders, microlights and paragliders. Its special interests lie in good
new
design
and
construction,
and
rationalisation
of
airworthiness
regulation.
https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/specialist-groups/business-general-aviation/general-aviation
The Historical Group exists to provide a focus within the RAeS for the study and discussion of aerospace
history, and to contribute on behalf of the Society to wider activities in this field, both in the UK and
internationally and organises several lectures and discussion evenings at RAeS Headquarters each year
which everyone is welcome to attend.

100 YEARS OF PILOTING BRITISH AIRLINERS, A PODCAST SPECIAL
Three RAeS historic podcasts bring together three pilots, Captain Hugh Dibley FRAeS and Captains JC
Kelly-Rogers and OP Jones whose careers span most of the 100 years that Britons have flown airliners
and all of whom have followed Alcock & Brown to fly the transatlantic.
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/100-years-of-piloting-british-airliners-a-podcastspecial/?dm_i=4OGU,KXXI,3HA9WN,2FXB4,1

RAeS LECTURES
All RAeS Lectures are free to attend for RAeS members. To reserve your place send your name and
contact details to conference@aerosociety.com or click on 'book now' for the RAeS Event
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar you wish to attend and log in to your profile or create a
user account. Or send your name and contact details to conferences@aerosociety.com to register your
place.
Lectures recommence in September
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September lectures include: 12th The V-Bomber Force. Speaker: Air Commodore Norman Bonnor
FRAeS FRIN RAF (Ret’d). Deanwater Hotel, Wilmslow Road, Woodford, Cheshire, SK7 1RJ.
17th Capt Ray Jones Memorial Lecture 2019 – “Taking Control of Loss of Control - It takes a decade to
change the world”. Speaker: Dr Sunjoo Advani FRAeS, President, IDT Engineering RAeS HQ No.4
Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ18:00 - 19:00.
October lectures include: 8th Cierva Named Lecture 2019 – “Technology Development to Fielding:
Concrete Steps Towards the Future of Vertical Lift, The US Department of Defense founded the Future
Vertical Lift Initiative in 2009”. RAeS HQ No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ 18:00 - 19:00.
30th-31st: “One Man, Many Ideas” A celebration of the Life of Sir Barnes Wallis on the occasion of the
40th anniversary of his death. Brooklands Museum, Brooklands Rd, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0SL
November lectures include:
April lectures include: 5th: “Battle of the X-planes – The Competition for the Joint Strike Fighter
Programme”. Speaker: Rear Admiral Simon HENLEY, MBE, CEng, FRAeS President Royal Aeronautical
Society, 2018-19. Brockington Building Lecture Theatre U020, Loughborough University, Epinal Way,
Loughborough LE11 3TU
27th Aero Pub Quiz 2019 rounds on different topics and great prizes will be up for grabs. The event
makes for a fun and social event. RAeS HQ No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ To book:
conferences@aerosociety.com
For details of al RAeS lectures, conferences and events: https://www.aerosociety.com/eventscalendar/
You can also catch-up on past lectures and events via the RAeS Video and Audio Archive
https://www.aerosociety.com/events/catch-up-on-events/video-audio-archive/
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The Royal Air Force Museum takes an innovative approach while keeping with tradition and is Britain’s
only national museum dedicated wholly to aviation.
The London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95 aircraft in four
themed aircraft halls. The museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading public attractions in
the Midlands, displays over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold War Exhibition.
Entrance is free with charges for some selected exhibition areas. Car parking changes may apply.
November – February: 10:00am - 5:00pm last entry 4:30pm. From March 10:00am - 6:00pm last entry
5:30pm

MUSEUM NEWS
Summer of Spits!
Spitfire Selfie Station
Spitfire Cookie Decorating
Behind the Barriers Spitfire Viewing
Spitfire Selfie Station
Spitfire Story Telling
Family Festival of Flight
Vintage and Handmade Festival
Spitfire 10K
Spitfire Family Run
Spitfire 10K
Spitfire Family Run
Battle of Britain Night
Battle of Britain Day
Summer of Spitfire Shop

Till 1 September
Till 1 September
6, 13, 20, 27 August
8, 14, 22, 28 August
1, 7, 15, 21, 29 August
3-4 August
17-18 August
31 August
31 August
1 September
1 September
14 September
15 September
1 September

London
London
Cosford
Cosford
Cosford
London
Cosford
London
London
Cosford
Cosford
London
London
Cosford

RAF MUSEUM COSFORD
The RAF Museum at Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP, is open daily from 10am and entry is free
of charge. For more information visit: www.rafmuseum.org/cosford 01902 376200

COSFORD NEWS
RAF MUSEUM COSFORD EVENTS
Summer of Spitfire is at Cosford until 1 September, 9.00am -5.00pm, Price: £5.00 per person.
The Virtual Reality Zone features the Spitfire VR Experience which gives visitors the thrill of flying in a
Spitfire! This brand-new RAF Museum experience puts you in the cockpit and 10,000 feet in the air. The
6-minute flight includes engine start, taxi, take off and a circuit of the airfield with low passes, swoops,
banks and a loop-de-loop.
Admission charges apply for some events and activities. Events may be subject to change and
additional events may be added during the year, please visit the Museum website
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www.rafmuseum.org/cosford for more details or call For further information on RAF COSFORD
MUSEUMs 2018 events, please visit the Museum’s website www.rafmuseum.org/cosford or call 01902
376200.

CAR RALLIES
The RAF Museum Cosford is a popular venue for car clubs and can cater for rallies with up to 150
vehicles. Rallies scheduled for 2019 are:
03/08/19
04/08/19
15/09/19
21/09/19
29/09/19

- Scirocco Register
- Tatra Register UK
– Mercedes Benz Club
– Audi TT Owners Club
– Porsche Club of Great Britain, Region 5

WHAT’S ON AT RAF COSFORD MUSEUM
August Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-08-01
September Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-09-01
October Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-10-01
November Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-11-01

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
The RAF Museum at Hendon, Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL is open daily from 10am and
entry is free of charge. For more information visit: london@rafmuseum.org 0208 205 2266

HENDON NEWS
On Monday July 1st Mario Addison, American NFL (National Football League) star of the Carolina
Panthers, to find out more about the brave American men and women who fought alongside the Royal
Air Force in the Second World War.
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Mario’s guided tour was a chance to commemorate and celebrate the inspiring stories of the RAF and
the enduring relationship between the US and UK. Mario visited RAF Museum Hendon as the NFL
celebrates its own centenary in 2019, and further engraining the sport’s own close US-UK ties with
London’s newly-launched NFL Academy. Mario will be returning to London with the Carolina Panthers in
October as part of four NFL fixtures taking place in London.

WHAT’S ON AT RAF HENDON MUSEUM
August Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/london/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-08-01
September Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/london/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-09-01
October Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/london/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-10-01
November Events:
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/london/whats-going-on/events.aspx?month=2019-11-01
To help young visitors and those who have autism prepare for and get maximum enjoyment from their
visit, RAF Hendon they have prepared an autism friendly aircraft trail which may be downloaded free of
charge from their website
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/documents/ALD-London/aircraft_checklist_2017.pdf
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GASCo
www.gasco.org.uk
The General Aviation Safety Committee was formed as a result of a meeting of the Conference of
General Aviation Organisations held on 4th September 1964, under the Chairmanship of the late Air
Chief Marshal, the Earl of Bandon GBE, CB, CVO, DSO.

FORTHCOMING GASCo SAFETY PRESENTATION EVENINGS
It’s nearly ten years since the General Aviation Safety Council (GASCo) took over running General
Aviation Safety Evenings on behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). Taking the baton from previous
CAA stalwarts such as John Thorpe and David Cockburn these evenings run from October to May every
year. They give pilots of every sort of flying device imaginable, an opportunity to reflect on the way
they approach their flying, what they could do more of, less of; what they must stop doing and what
would be a really good idea to start doing.
The content of the evening is based on the CAA Safety Six. Types of incidents, that regularly feature in
accidents, particularly fatal ones, namely:







Mid-air conflict
Runway excursions
Controlled flight into terrain
Loss of control
Airspace Infringements
Human factors

There are six Regional Safety Officers (RSO) that present the evenings and we cover the whole of the UK
and occasionally the Republic of Ireland. We come from a wide range of backgrounds. The evenings are
the result of a collaboration that draws on any flight safety evidence and research we can find as well as
on our team’s individual experience.
People attending come from all the disciplines of flight, single engine propeller, microlights, rotary,
gliders, paragliders, hang gliders. Pilots vary from those learning to fly to many thousand-hour
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commercial pilots. The evening is usually organised by a host club, or organisation such as a Light
Aircraft Association (LAA) Strut, making sure that the evening is widely advertised to all neighbouring
aviation organisations. The evening is open to all.
The Evenings take the form of a presentation with plenty of opportunity for questions and discussions.
The aim of the evening is to encourage pilots to think about their own flying and to evaluate for
themselves how safe they think they are; to have an Honest Conversation with ourselves about how
they fly, and where our strengths and weakness are, rather than sit passively and be lectured.
We are always warmly welcomed by the clubs and organisations we visit. Feedback from the evenings
is very positive with different topics standing out for each group. Some find the section dealing with
loss of control and how to avoid it particularly relevant, for others it’s the section on mid-air collisions
and strategies to mitigate that risk. Many have not come across the concept of threat and error
management and find that this idea can be usefully applied to the type of flying they do.
One area that nearly every group find surprising is the one exploring Airspace Infringements and their
causal factors. The ‘Honest Conversation with Ourselves” can be very challenging here. Running at
nearly 1,500 occurrences a year this is cannot continue. There’s often debate about the complexity of
UK airspace, charts, R/T congestion and other factors yet the simple fact is we must not enter notified
airspace without permission. Evidence says inadequate pre-flight planning, lack of knowledge and
distraction are at the root of these incidents. This often generates discussion to say the least!
The evenings are a great antidote to complacency and an opportunity to think through things we usually
know, that have become buried somewhere in our flying brains and bring them to the front of our
knowledge; it’s a chance to update our knowledge and meet other pilots.

1 Geoff Connely
5 Nils Jamieson

2 Michael Benson
6 John Steele

3 Keith Thomas

4 Caroline Gough-Cooper

The Regional Safety Officers come from a wide range of aviation backgrounds ranging from long careers
in the services, to airline pilots, test pilots, instructors and LAPL holders. It’s a very rewarding role to
undertake. We work together to write and develop the evenings, one of the most rewarding aspect of
this process is we learn from each other as each person brings their experience and expertise to the
table. It makes sure that the evening covers all the safety topics from different standpoints.
If you think you might like to join us and help with the programme of Safety Evenings we are always
on the lookout for willing souls to join us. All necessary training and familiarisation with the
presentations will be given and the IT equipment, projector, screens will be provided to make sure our
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evening are lively and professionally presented. There are plenty of opportunities for dual evenings
before going solo! If you think you might be interested contact Penny at GASCo HQ, Rochester.
Also if your club or organisation would like to host an evening (or afternoon) between 1st October
2019 and 30th April 2020 just telephone 01634 200203 or e-mail Penny penny.gould@gen-avsafety.demon.co.uk to start the ball rolling.
GASCo come fully equipped with a sound system, projector and supporting materials specifically
designed to enhance participants learning from the evening. And if you wish, you can get a stamp in
your log book certifying your attendance at the evening!
The list of venues and dates is constantly being updated: https://www.gasco.org.uk/events/safetyevenings

FLIGHT SAFETY EXTRA
Flight Safety Extra complements GASCo's magazine Flight Safety and is another channel by which
GASCo hopes to get flight safety information to you in a convenient way and contains many valuable
sources of flight safety information.
To receive GASCo’s free Flight Safety extra e-newsletter each month contact the GASCo Office 01634
200203 or email penny.gould@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk

Please see GASCo’s website for all manner of information: www.gasco.org.uk

In the Autumn issue of this Newsletter there will be a personal insight into being an RSO and what it
entails from Mike O’Donoghue. Should be an interesting an informative read.
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http://www.airleague.co.uk

The Air League believes deeply in and champions aviation and aerospace and highlights their role in
security, technological innovation and their important contribution to British society and British economy.
Effort, commitment and regular events have been pivotal in shaping the entire aviation and aerospace
sector and driving debate and policy agendas as has encouraging and attracting the young bright minds
and talent of tomorrow via the ongoing provision of many Scholarships and Bursaries. The Air League
also works regularly with disadvantaged groups, using aviation and aerospace as a gateway to lifechanging experiences and opportunities.

NEWS
NEW CEO – Nick West FRAeS
Nick West has worked in corporate communications, public affairs and marketing in the aviation,
aerospace, defence and security industries with Racal Electronics/Thales, Boeing and Raytheon UK,
since 1996 when he left the Royal Marines, after 9 years’ service.

He trained as a helicopter pilot with the Army Air Corps and then flew Gazelle and Lynx helicopters with
3 Commando Brigade Air Squadron for four years, including a five-month period as the detachment
commander in Belize and also on the relief operation, Safe Haven in Kurdistan in 1991. In 1994 after
passing the Junior Command Staff Course at Sandhurst, he served as a second in command and
company Commander, as well as intelligence officer on the 45 Commando Northern Ireland tour in
Fermanagh.
Nick West is a past Chairman of the Aviation Club of the United Kingdom, a former Trustee of the Air
League for seven years and a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society. His early military service
included Troop level command in South Armagh and also representing the Royal Marines on the Royal
Navy Presentation Team. In 2018 he completed a Master’s Degree in Intelligence and Security with the
University of Leicester.
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On being appointed, Nick said: “The Air League is synonymous with the aviation and aerospace
industries which have always been inspiring to me, as they encapsulate imagination, exploration,
pioneering spirit, technological endeavour, diligence and team work.
My vision for the Air League is to grow its brand equity as an authoritative industry voice, which stands
for a number of key issues inextricably linked to the health of the industry and UK economic
success…Enhancing the capability of the Air League to deliver practical and educational support to
beneficiaries is a core objective, where we are already expanding the scope of the organisation
considerably. I am also delighted to be working with many highly dedicated friends within the Air League
and the industry on a broader basis.”
THE 2019 AIR LEAGUE HONOURS AND AWARDS ANNOUNCED
The Air League Honours and Awards Reception was held at St James’ Palace on 30th May. A number of
individuals and organisations which have made an outstanding contribution to aviation and aerospace in
the UK were recognised for their remarkable achievements, with a series of awards presented.

The Awards Ceremony also saw a number of scholarships and bursaries presented to young people who
display the potential to become future pilots, engineers and aerospace leaders in the UK.
The Founders Medal: to No. 1 Group. Royal Air Force, Air Command
The Gold Medal: to British Airways
The Scott-Farnie Medal: to Wing Commander Ian Revell RAFAC
The Jeffrey Quill Medal: to both Wing Commander Grant Kearns RAFAC and Wing Commander Mark
Brayford RAFAC
The Marshall of Cambridge Medal: to Flight Lieutenant Sean Link RAFVRT
The Billy Deacon Search & Rescue Memorial Trophy: Mr Scott Sharman
The Evelyn Saunders Memorial Cup: Miss Annabelle Cleve
Also recognised for their services to aviation were: Saab UK; balloonist Mr Brian Jones OBE; Air
Commodore Alistair Seymour; Ms Carol Cooper; Cranfield University; Honorary Life VicePresident Group Captain Terrance Holloway.
If you want to see what their services to aviation were find out here https://www.airleague.co.uk/the2019-air-league-honours-and-awards-announced/
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THE STELIOS DISABLED PILOTS’ SCHOLARSHIP 2019
The Stelios Philanthropic Foundation, in partnership with the Air League, has officially chosen James
Washington as the winner of its first ever scholarship for disabled pilots. The Stelios Disabled Pilots’
Scholarship is designed to enable those with a disability the chance to achieve their full Private Pilot
Licence (PPL) during 2019. Aerobility, a partner charity of the Air League, will be delivering the
scholarship this summer.

James and Stelios

James recently became interested in flying and a trial flight with Aerobility confirmed this passion. He is
keen on making a difference in other people’s lives and hopes to do this with his flying and other
interests. Currently, James is a Grade 1 wheelchair basketball coach and has volunteering experience in
the art department of Treloar School and College of Disabled Young People, Alton, Hampshire.
To date, James is now 9 hours into his Stelios Disabled Pilots’ Scholarship. Although finding it
challenging sometimes, he is thoroughly enjoying every moment and believes that flying has greatly
impacted his life.
Stelios is best known for creating EasyJet in 1995 when he was just 28 years old.
Our congratulations James.

SOARING TO SUCCESS
The Air League, in collaboration with Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council had a fantastic June
delivering their Soaring to Success programme for the first time.
This initiative enables students to learn more about the aviation and aerospace industries, as well as
having the chance to fly in a glider at selected gliding clubs.
What is the Soaring to Success programme?
The first part of the programme, saw hundreds of year 9 students from nine schools in the area, take part
in our ‘Introduction to Aviation and Aerospace workshops’ at Barnsley Football Club FC. The workshops
ran over the course of three days and consisted of the following: Air League – Getting ready for work;
Rolls-Royce – Engineering workshop; DHL – Pilot Careers and Air League (delivered in cooperation with
British Airways) – Build an Airline competition.
In July, over one hundred year 9 students from the schools that attended the workshops have also had a
chance to fly high from gliding clubs at Pocklington and Rufforth
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Twenty year 12 students from Barnsley College have had a chance to fly high from Wolds Gliding Club,
Yorkshire Gliding Club and York Gliding Centre! The programme will end with powered flying
opportunities for a select number of candidates in August 2019.

Year 12 Barnsley College student

A big congratulations to Kirk Balk Academy, who won the ‘Build An Airline’ competition, with their
environmentally friendly airline: ‘Eco-Class – Leafing pollution behind’.

The ‘Build an Airline’ workshop was delivered by the Air League in co-operation with British Airways.

As their prize, the school will be receiving a visit from the AMRC Mantra lorry this summer.
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
YOUTH IN AVIATION
Youth in Aviation is a collaboration of the non-profit, charitable and educational organisations involved
in enabling young people from all backgrounds to experience aviation and aerospace inspiring the next
generation. There are 16 organisations involved including YES, RAF Cadets, Scouts; the Air League,
Young Air Pilots, the BGA, RAF Museums, the RAeS, Brooklands Museum all working together
aiming to further the opportunities and access to aviation and aerospace activities and providing over
£300,000 of scholarships and bursaries each year.
The General Aviation Awareness Council have educational information for school and many of their
members offer special facilities from visits to local airfields and pleasure flights to arranging for helicopter
visits to school sports field.
See http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress
YOUNG AVIATORS 2019
Scheduled for Saturday 14th September 2019, this the 14th annual Young Aviators event at Sywell
Aerodrome, will see the 1,000th youngster flown.
A wonderful day of education, inspiration and most of all fun, for the young aviators and all their friends
and family, it’s split for Scouts to get some of their Air Badges, but most importantly for non-Scouts, to
give them their first taste of general aviation, where they learn about the myriad of opportunities for a
career in the ever expanding aviation industry.
There are tours of the Sywell Museum and the chance to see static aircraft, gliders and balloons at this
wonderful day of education, inspiration and fun.
See http://yesflyers.org.uk/young-aviators-2019

FAI YOUNG ARTISTS COMPETITION 2020
See LAA Section in this Newsletter for information and details

ALFIE BADMINGTON –Graham England award winner 2019
My thanks to Alfie for his report, and our congratulations on his award.
Hi my name is Alfie Badminton and I’m going to write a little bit about my personal experiences of flying.
I was recently awarded the Graham England award for young person’s noteworthy contribution to the
VAC (Vintage Aircraft Club) or achievement in light aviation due to my regular activity in the aviation
world and a series of speeches I performed at one of the vintage aircraft club’s events.
I showed an interest in aviation at a very young age and, combined with my father being a flying
instructor, I have had the opportunity to fly in many aircraft and go to many events. From a young age I
have also been interested in a career in aviation this eventually led me to join in the air cadets and I have
finally decided I wanted to pursue a career in the RAF.
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In the air cadets I ,on a biweekly basis, attend 2487 Easingwold Squadron where I am able to do a vast
variety of events (including flying in a Grob tutor) and camps due to our amazing and dedicated team of
staff and our OC. I have now been attending for 2 3/4 years and have worked up to the rank of corporal.
In the last year or so, I have started to get more involved with civilian aviation. My father first owned a
few Beagle Pups and then a Bulldog (XX513) and I started to get more connected with the Vintage
Aircraft Club and the Beagle Pup and Bulldog Club.

This has led me to be able to go to multiple air shows where I have helped out at stands and performed
speeches. I hope to carry on being involved in both of the clubs and in cadets for many years to come.

GET HIGH VOLARE, THE RISE CONTINUES! (BUT HELP IS NEEDED...)
My thanks to Tim Wiltshire for this report:
The Kids flying Charity Get High Volare continues to make solid progress in its goal of bringing Aviation
to the masses. Despite very poor weekend weather conditions throughout the Spring GHV have still
succeeded in meeting all their flying targets, while at the same time, have laid the foundations for a
sustainable future.
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With GHV's goal of complete nationwide coverage needing to be based on firm foundations locally, they
have used their time very productively to develop their outreach program, to bring their flying
opportunities to young people from the most deprived wards of all three counties that they are closest to.
These include: North Lynn in Norfolk, North Wisbech in Cambridgeshire, and Boston Fenside (otherwise
known as “Chinatown”) in Lincolnshire, where local GHV groups are currently being set up. At the same
time, GHV are still developing links for delivery of flying opportunities, as far away as West Cornwall, and
the West of Scotland.
As GHV's whole ethos is “Education through Adventure”, STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics), runs through the core of service delivery, a lot of hard work has already been done to
achieve this, with syllabi being written to teach Pilot Training using STEM techniques and the
appointment of several STEM Ambassadors to assist with training. Aviation based STEM delivery is also
being prepared for delivery into Schools, and will be ready by the start of the Autumn Term.
This may seem a far cry from the romance of the old Empire Pilot Training Scheme that we wish to
emulate, but it must be remembered that, that programme too, was a programme delivered “by the
numbers”, the only difference is for GHV, there are no failures. Nobody gets chopped for failing to make
the grade. Every participant gets the opportunity to achieve to their own individual level.
GHV are making great progress, with no paid staff, and an operation completely run by volunteers and
by the kids themselves. However funding is still needed to make it happen, and whilst they have several
funding bids ongoing, which may prove successful in time, they still need funds day to day to keep the
project moving forward.

Kayhan inserting Battens
We would therefore like to put out a crowdfunding appeal to everybody in the aviation world to please
help us if you possibly can. This can be in the form of donations large or small (money or surplus
equipment), sponsorship (and we have some excellent opportunities with great PR value), legacies, or
even just time from those with the expertise that can assist in the process of helping GHV achieve its
goals.
GHV deliberately targets and works with deprived communities where it will make a significant and
lasting difference. After all, why shouldn't a child from a Council Estate become an Astronaut? Wasn't
Chuck Yeager just a little boy from the Prairies once upon a time...?
Please contact GHV at:- tim@gethighvolare.org for more information and to help if you can.

YOUTH BUILD-A-PLANES PROJECTS
BMAA HORIZONS PROJECT
The Horizon Project, organised by BMAA’s Terry Viner, is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and
provides a school with a comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft. On completion
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the aircraft is test flown by a fully qualified Test Pilot. After the test flight the aircraft will be sold to provide
funds for another New Horizons build-a- plane project.
For more information about the New Horizons project: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/newhorizons
A PDF of the current 36x Youth Build-a-Plane projects can be down-loaded from the YES web-site
http://yesflyers.org.uk/build-a-plane-projects-map to show where the nearest Build-a-Plane project for
youngsters is located to you.
Kent is particularly busy, with the only Primary School in the UK building an SSDR (3/4 size Fokker
Eindecker) and the only All-Girls School (who have built a BMAA Skyranger kit - G-GRLS).
The PDf will be updated again soon, so keep checking back, as there is now a 4-seater Build-a-Project
in Belfast, which is another exciting development in the world of UK build a plane.
OTHER BUILD A PLANE PROJECTS IN THE PLANNING STAGES
Southend: sponsored by the local Council
Stow Maries: under discussion
The KernowChough: Bodmin, Cornwall. (The Cornish name for Cornwall and Chough is the Cornwall
‘national’ bird).
UK primary Schools Glider Challenge in partnership with RAF Museum Cosford
https://www.dendrite.me/competition/view/competitionid/5c5a081d08d734c830cb547e#tab:collectiongroups

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2019
UK CROWNED INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONS
The 2019 winning national UK team received a paid-for trip to the 2019 International Paris Airshow to
compete against the winning teams from America, France and Japan as well as having an opportunity to
meet with industry aviation, space leaders and experts.
Cash prizes, certificates and awards for winning teams and their associated youth group or school.
For more information see BMFA Section in this Newsletter and : https://www.ukayroc.org.uk to find out
about the 2020 competition.

YES

http://yesflyers.org.uk/

5% discount from Pooleys AND help YES (LAA’s Youth & Education Support)
If you are ordering any flight equipment from Pooleys https://www.pooleys.com by using the promotional
code YES at the checkout you will be helping to support the work that YES (Youth & Education Support)
is doing in the community and you’ll get a 5% discount off your orders.
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and
more commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire
young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation. YES is a LAA Strut and has
been encouraging youngsters into aviation for many years.
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On the YES web-site www.yesflyers.org.uk you will find the following, amongst others;
a.
The full list, in downloadable PDF format, of the 2019 UK Pilot
Scholarships, Sponsorships and Bursaries (with thanks to Flight Training News)
b.
So you want to be a Pilot? – links to two excellent web sites, where you can select
“Commercial” or “Military” to get some excellent advice on what you need to do to prepare yourself to
going for a career as a Pilot.
c.
So you want to be a ??? – link to the superb Royal Aeronautical Society’s careers web-site,
for all those other aviation jobs (and there are many).
d.
For the youngest of our aviation fans we have a downloadable colour paper plane, which
you can print off at home, for those birthday party “fly-offs” or for your family and friends to join in with.
e.
For our Mini-Aviators (2 to 7 years old, we have a 10-page booklet, full of pictures to colour,
join-the-dots, mazes, etc for hours of fun. You can also put your organisations “Name” on the header and
print out as many as required.
f.
Summary of Youth Build-a-Plane projects in the UK
YES are a group of aviation enthusiasts and pilots who organise and support events to help youngsters
develop an interest in flying and get them into the air.

RAFCT GRANT TO BUILD PEDAL PLANES
YES has received a grant from the RAFCT (Royal Air Force Charitable Trust) and with this bought six
flat-pack pedal planes which are now under construction by young people at the following locations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Steve Bell and the Scouts at Flixton Air Museum.
Ellie Doak and the 1st Sywell Air Scouts.
Claire Dixon and the 617 Sandwell Air Scouts.
Aerobility at Blackbushe Aerodrome.
Chris Hughes at the Codsall Middle School, Wolverhampton.
National Museum of Flight, East Fortune, Scotland.

These aircraft will not only give the builders lots of pleasure and be fun for little people to use and they
will also help towards the pressure for YES to take the “Official Guinness World Record” back again from
the USA on Sunday 22nd September 2019, at the next Brooklands Museum Aviation Day.
THE AIR LEAGUE
The Air League has an App for young people to find out more about careers in aviation
http://www.airleague.co.uk/youthinaviation
CADET SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet schemes. These
schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for assisting with daily club
operations. Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.

‘FLY TO THE LINE’ COMPETITION https://www.dendrite.me
Aviation is going through a period of intense innovation with new materials, alternative power sources
and autonomous operation all being part of the future for today's young engineers. Sustainability and
reducing energy consumption in work and transport are also major technology and societal themes.
'Drones' are also becoming more popular devices in schools
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The UK primary Schools Glider Challenge in partnership with RAF Museum Cosford (Season 2:
2019/2020) is a competition with supporting curriculum resources designed to help equip students with
the skills, knowledge and experience that they will need to embrace and tackle the global opportunities
and
challenges
of
tomorrow
and
is
part
of
a
global
competition
https://www.dendrite.me/competition/view/competitionid/5c6e883c08d7349a965e5f4d#tab:collections
Designing, building and testing gliders through the Autumn 2019 and Early Spring 2020 terms School
Flight events are linked to regional Flight Hubs where the top 3 teams from each school are invited to
attend and then compete against other schools in their areas.

The top 3 teams from these events are placed on a national leader board to determine the best team in
the whole of the United Kingdom.
For more information about the UK challenge:
https://www.dendrite.me/competition/view/competitionid/5c5a081d08d734c830cb547e#tab:collectiongroups
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http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

The VAC may be of interest to RAeC members who fly older aircraft types and aim of the Vintage
Aircraft Club is to provide a focal body for owners, pilots and enthusiasts of vintage and classic light
aircraft by arranging fly-ins and other events as well as publishing a magazine called “Vintage and
Classic”.

NEWS
Hounslow Heath Aerodrome – 100 years celebration of flight!
On 25th August 1919 an Airco DH4a aircraft, owned by Air Transport and Travel, took off from Hounslow
Heath Aerodrome and flew to Le Bourget. On board was one passenger, a brace of grouse, some
newspapers and Devonshire cream. This was the day of the first scheduled commercial flight and
several more flights were made that day. Passports and customs were required and a terminal was
completed at Hounslow Heath for arrivals and departures.

In 1969, to celebrate the 50th birthday of that flight, a scale model of Hounslow Heath, complete with
aircraft was unveiled and put on display. In 2018 the model was delivered to the Vintage Aircraft Club at
Turweston, packed in various boxes. Now cleaned the model is on display to celebrate the 100 th
anniversary of that first flight. Meanwhile research has been done to discover the whole story of those
amazing flights and the beginnings of commercial aviation. Channel 5 used the diorama for their
programme ‘British Airways- 100 years in the Sky’.
Recently displayed at Old Warden next to Air Transport and Travel’s DH 51, we are planning to put the
model on display in Hangar 4 at IWM Duxford on 25 th August this year – 100 years to the day of that first
flight!
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The Vintage Aircraft Club has enjoyed a packed programme of events over the last few months.
In the grand surroundings of Shuttleworth House at the beginning of April we were very fortunate to
share the evening with our guest speaker, Arthur Williams, who presented our awards after delivering a
fascinating after dinner speech.
Congratulations to all our award winners from our youngest, fourteen year old Alfie Badminton, to others,
such as Paul Shenton and Trevor Jarvis who make time to support the club despite having to climb into
some very large aeroplanes to transport the travelling public across the globe! Every one of our award
winners has a story to tell and we are honoured in the VAC to have such a talented and diverse
membership.
[Ed: See the Youth Section in this Newsletter for a report from Alfie.]
We have battled with the weather on occasions, particularly in two visits to Duxford both for the Duxford
Safety Day and our Bonus Day. At such a venue there is plenty to do and road arrivals are always
welcome! Fenland’s Daffodil Fly-In, however, provided good visibility and blue skies as well as a warm
welcome and cake! Over one hundred aircraft arrivals were recorded and many thanks to all there for
organising a super event.

Our Fly-In events are always accompanied by a ground event as we feel it is important to give an
opportunity for our members to socialise regularly whether they arrive by air or road. We enjoyed a new
addition to our programme at Turweston with talks about members’ ‘Flying Adventures across the World’
and were transported to New Zealand with Alina Schweitowska, China with Steve Slater and Trevor
Jarvis and on board Colin Hales’ KR2 as he flew around the world!
This year we have also celebrated our President David Ogilvy’s 90th birthday with a gathering in Bristol.
Apart from enjoying the cake, David was overwhelmed to see friends representing his many years in
aviation and was soon regaling us with stories long forgotten. David is still enjoying his retirement and
promising to publish more books about his career in aviation.
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The Vintage Aircraft Club is always pleased to meet fellow aviators on our stand and Aero Expo was no
exception. Despite a damp and chilly start there was a warm welcome for visitors and our Liz Inwood
Taildragger Scholarship was of particular interest to under 35’s. Our merchandise stand is also a useful
contact point at Air Britain at Turweston and Bicester’s Super Scramble. All thanks are due to our
volunteers and to all VAC members who support the VAC by bringing in their vintage aircraft.
This Summer is the VAC’s 55th birthday!
Our celebratory event is a weekend at Breighton where we will be hosted by the Real Aeroplane Club
and enjoy a proper Yorkshire welcome. Exploring one of the most scenic areas of England by air is
always a treat!
On our list of proposed events for the post-Summer months are our annual Aviation Poetry Evening at
White Waltham; an Aviation Painting Fun Day for Grown Ups, supported by GAvA, visits to aviation
museums and airfields, including Biggin Hill, and opportunities to share in events to which we are
regularly invited.
All our updates and news of our events can be viewed on our website.
http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk
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